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Modern femtosecond lasers can produce pulses of light that are shorter than the vibrational periods in molecules and have electric fields stronger than the Coulomb field that binds electrons in atoms. These short-pulse lasers enable the observation of chemical reactions, the production of attosecond bursts of high-energy photons, and the precision-machining of solid materials with minimal heat transport to the material. In this thesis, I describe three experiments that provide new insight into strong-field (\(\sim 10^{14}\) Watts/cm\(^2\)) femtosecond laser-matter interactions in three important regimes. First, I discuss the strong-field ionization of gas-phase atoms, identify a new structure in the photoelectron angular distribution of xenon gas, and explain this structure by developing an intuitive wave interference model. Second, I describe a new method to perform photoelectron and photoion spectroscopy on single, isolated nanoparticles and demonstrate this technique by observing the directional ion ejection that takes place in the laser ablation of nanostructures. Finally, I present the first experimental observations of shock wave propagation in nanoscale plasmas. These findings will guide future efforts to probe the structure and dynamics of atoms and molecules on the femtosecond timescale, design nanomaterials that enhance light on the subwavelength scale, and produce high-energy ions from plasmas.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATI</td>
<td>Above Threshold Ionization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADK</td>
<td>Ammosov, Delone, and Krainov [1] – an estimate of tunnel ionization rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBO</td>
<td>Beta Barium Borate – a nonlinear crystal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCD</td>
<td>Charge-Coupled Device – the type of sensor in many digital cameras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoM</td>
<td>Center of Mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPA</td>
<td>Chirped Pulse Amplification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA</td>
<td>Differential Mobility Analyzer - A device that produces a size-selected aerosol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUV</td>
<td>Extreme Ultraviolet (light)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eV</td>
<td>Electron Volt - unit of energy, 1 eV ≈ 1.602 × 10⁻¹⁹ J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDTD</td>
<td>Finite-Difference Time-Domain – a simulation method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHG</td>
<td>High-Harmonic Generation – a method for producing EUV and SXR light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HYDRA</td>
<td>A radiation hydrodynamic code developed at Livermore National Lab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR</td>
<td>Infrared (light)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JILA</td>
<td>The Institute formerly known as the Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCP</td>
<td>Microchannel Plate – a detector of electrons, ions, and photons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPA</td>
<td>Optical Parametric Amplifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAD</td>
<td>Photoelectron (or Photoion) Angular Distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEI</td>
<td>Plasma Explosion Imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PES</td>
<td>Photoelectron Spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>psig</td>
<td>pounds per square inch gauge – a unit of pressure in excess of atmospheric pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSW</td>
<td>Plane Spherical Wave – a model for SFI presented in this thesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVP</td>
<td>Polyvinylpyrrolidone – an organic compound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Strong Field Ionization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SXR</td>
<td>Soft X-ray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDSE</td>
<td>Time-Dependent Schrödinger Equation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ToF</td>
<td>Time of Flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV</td>
<td>Ultraviolet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMI</td>
<td>Velocity Map Imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMIS</td>
<td>Velocity Map Imaging Spectrometer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This thesis describes three studies, each based on a different publication, and each presented in a separate chapter:

- Chapter 3 is based on a 2012 Physical Review Letter [2] titled “Direct Visualization of Laser-Driven Electron Multiple Scattering and Tunneling Distance in Strong-Field Ionization” and describes the strong-field ionization of atomic gases using femtosecond laser pulses ranging from 262 to 2000 nm. Additional information is presented in Appendix A.

- Chapter 4 is based on a 2014 ACS Nano Article [3] titled “Mapping Nanoscale Absorption of Femtosecond Laser Pulses using Plasma Explosion Imaging” and discusses how strong laser pulses can induce a directional ion ejection in nanostructures, revealing the absorption of femtosecond pulses on the nanometer scale. Additional information presented in Appendix B.

- Chapter 5 is based on a 2014 Physical Review Letter [4] titled “Observation and Control of Shock Waves in Individual Nanoplasmas” and presents an experiment where two laser pulses are used to convert a nanoparticle into a rapidly expanding nanoplasma and subsequently drive a shock wave through the expanding nanoplasma. Additional information is presented in Appendix C.

The introduction (Chapter 1) provides a general motivation for femtosecond laser science and nanoscience (Section 1.1) and a brief motivation for each study (Sections 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4). Chapter 2 provides a detailed discussion of the apparatus and techniques used in this thesis, describing the femtosecond laser systems (Section 2.2), the Velocity Map Imaging Spectrometer (Section 2.3), and
the nanoparticle aerosol source (Section 2.4). After the studies presented in Chapters 3, 4, and 5, Chapter 6 provides a brief synopsis of the findings and presents ideas for future experiments that build upon the developments made in this Thesis. Appendices A, B, and C present additional information relating to Chapters 3, 4, and 5 respectively.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

1.1.1 Seeing the invisible

One goal of science is to take things that are invisible to human perception and make them visible. This takes many forms, from using statistics to “see” the evolution of genetic diseases across many generations, to using an electron microscope to inspect the nanometer-scale ($10^{-9}$ m) structures that provide the color of a butterfly wing [8]. Objects and phenomena can be “invisible” to human perception for many different reasons. For example, the object may be too small to see with the naked eye, or it may be too large to observe all at once. Alternatively, a process may be difficult to observe because it occurs on a timescale much longer than a human lifetime, or takes place in a split second. The use of new technology to observe such otherwise invisible phenomena allows for breakthroughs in our understanding.

A particularly striking example of how scientists use technological advances to visualize the natural world in revolutionary ways is the work of Harold Edgerton in the 1930s through the 1960s. Among numerous innovations, Edgerton pioneered the use of the xenon flashlamp for high-speed photography. The xenon flashlamp provides bursts of light lasting only 1 microsecond ($\mu$s), several orders of magnitude faster than the fastest mechanical shutter. Since a rifle bullet only travels $\sim1$ mm per $\mu$s, this flashlamp allowed Edgerton to take photographs of speeding bullets impacting various objects as if they were motionless (Figure 1.1).
Figure 1.1: Edgerton’s iconic 1964 photograph “Bullet Through Apple” [9]. Using a carefully timed xenon flashlamp in a completely dark room, Harold Edgerton was able to photograph a rifle bullet passing through an apple with microsecond time resolution. ©2010 MIT. Courtesy of MIT Museum

1.1.2 Femtosecond lasers

Femtosecond lasers generate bursts of light with durations on the timescale of a few 10s of femtoseconds (1 fs = 10^{-15} s). Thus, they allow for the examination of processes that are ~100,000,000 times shorter than those that can be resolved using the xenon flashlamp that produced the “Bullet Through Apple” photograph. Light moves only ~300 nm per fs, meaning that even an object moving at the speed of light would be blurred by only 3 µm when photographed using a 10 fs pulse from a femtosecond laser.\(^1\) Thus, a femtosecond laser allows any macroscopic object to be photographed with negligible motion blur, even if it is moving extremely fast. Indeed, the speed of light implies that the only processes that can fully utilize the impressive time resolution of a femtosecond laser pulse occur on the nanometer length scale or smaller. For example, a carbon–oxygen single-bond (~145 pm) has a vibrational stretching period of ~30 fs, indicating that femtosecond lasers can be used to study chemical reactions on a timescale comparable to the movements of nuclei. Electrons

\(^1\) Of course, this ignores relativistic effects.
(being less massive than nuclei) can move somewhat faster, but electron motion on the nanometer scale is another phenomena that can now be observed with femtosecond laser pulses.

Because a femtosecond laser produces light in such short bursts, the light field can also be extremely intense, allowing unusual regimes of laser-matter interactions to be studied using table-top scale devices. When focused, a 40 fs pulse from an amplified titanium-doped sapphire (Ti:sapphire) laser can easily reach intensities in excess of $10^{14} \text{ W/cm}^2$, an intensity regime where the electric field of the laser pulse becomes comparable to the Coulomb field binding electrons to atoms. These intense femtosecond laser pulses enable fascinating and useful phenomena on the nanoscale. For instance, electrons can be ripped from atoms, accelerated in the laser field, and returned to the atom to create high-energy photons in a process called high harmonic generation (HHG, Section 1.2.1) [10–12]. In addition, high-density plasmas may be generated on the timescale of only a few femtoseconds. This thesis focuses on finding new methods to use femtosecond lasers to study the motion of electrons and nuclei that take place when intense femtosecond laser fields irradiate atoms, nanoparticles, and nanoplasmas.

1.1.3 The velocity map imaging (VMI) spectrometer

Unfortunately, one cannot simply take a photograph of objects on the nanometer or picometer scale (see Section 1.3). In order to observe electron and chemical dynamics in materials, we utilize a velocity-map imaging (VMI) spectrometer, a device that detects the momentum of the electrons and ions that are generated when a laser pulse irradiates an atom, molecule, or nanoparticle. The VMI spectrometer was developed nearly 20 years ago and has proven itself as a straightforward, yet highly flexible, tool for observing both chemical and electronic structure. The VMI spectrometer can record the complete momentum distribution of either photoelectrons or photoions, which provides the flexibility to study a wide range of processes, including the attosecond dynamics of electrons driven by a strong laser field (Chapter 3), ion ejection in laser-ablated nanoparticles (Chapter 4), and the picosecond dynamics of shock waves propagating through a dense laser-produced nanoplasma (Chapter 5).
Though the VMI spectrometer can now be considered a mature technology, the field has been re-invigorated by utilizing new light sources and new samples. This thesis presents three different examples of how combining femtosecond light sources and nanostructured targets with a VMI spectrometer led to new observations. First (Chapter 3), we record the photoelectron spectra from atoms and molecules using strong-field femtosecond lasers with wavelengths ranging from 266 nm to 2000 nm. While each of these wavelengths has been explored individually in the VMI, this constitutes the first efforts to systematically study the effects of strong laser fields across such a large wavelength range. Second, we replace the typical gas-jet source with a nanoparticle aerosol source that can inject high-concentration nanoparticles into the interaction region of the VMI spectrometer while minimizing the amount of background gas present. This technique allows us to study the directionality in ion ejection from nanoparticles of different compositions and morphologies (Chapter 4). Third, we use the VMI to explore the regime of single, expanding nanoplasmains (Chapter 5) by using one femtosecond laser pulse to transform a nanoparticle into a nanplasma and a second laser pulse to drive shock waves through the nanplasma.

1.1.4 Nanoparticles

1.1.4.1 Nanomaterials: a frontier of science and technology

Historically, technologies have existed to observe matter on the scale of bulk materials as well as on the scale of atoms and molecules. However, the nanometer scale has remained largely elusive to measurement and manipulation until recently, where technological advances have made it possible to observe and fabricate materials on the nanometer scale. The nanoscale is especially interesting, because this is where materials undergo the transition from atomic- or molecular-like properties to bulk-like properties, a regime that is not completely understood and currently represents a frontier of science. Often, the properties of nanomaterials are somewhere between the properties of the constituent atoms and the bulk material, but frequently the nanomaterials exhibit properties that are entirely unexpected – and potentially very useful!

For example, a macroscopic sphere of gold has the usual color and luster that we expect from a
piece of bulk gold. However, a solution of 50-nm diameter gold spheres suspended in water is not gold colored, but instead appears a deep blood-red color. In a more spectacular example, nanocrystals of semiconductor materials (quantum dots or QDs) fluoresce vivid colors under ultraviolet illumination and the color of the fluorescence can be tuned, simply by varying the size of the nanoparticles (Figure 1.2), which is easily achieved during synthesis. Their unusual properties have made nanomaterials prime candidates to enable breakthrough technologies as diverse as inexpensive photovoltaic panels, cancer treatments, and efficient catalysts.

Figure 1.2: Cadmium selenide quantum dots (CdSe QDs). (left) Each vial contains the same chemical composition (CdSe QDs and toluene), but the different sizes cause the nanocrystals to fluoresce different colors. The bandgap increases with decreasing particle size, so the vials on the left contain the smallest QDs (largest bandgap) and the vials on the right contain the largest QDs (smallest bandgap). Image courtesy of NN-Labs Inc. (right) An illustration of CdSe quantum dots shows the individual atoms clustered into faceted nanocrystals.

1.1.4.2 Nanoparticles in vacuum

Motivated by the unusual (and, in many cases, unexplained) properties and numerous applications of nanomaterials, there is a pressing need for spectroscopies that probe the fundamental physics of nanoparticles and nanostructures. However, almost all previous studies on nanoparticles have been conducted on nanoparticles that are in close physical contact with other materials, such as nanoparticles suspended in a liquid solvent, nanoparticles embedded in a bulk material, or nanoparticles attached to a surface. All such studies face the fundamental limitation that any observed effect cannot be unambiguously attributed to the nanoparticle itself, since it could be a result of the interaction between the nanoparticle and the solvent/substrate/surface. Most of these exper-
iments also study the same nanoparticles over a long period of time (multiple laser shots), so the particles may become damaged, charged, or stuck in a long-lived excited state. Most importantly, studying nanoparticles that are in contact with other materials prevents the use of many powerful spectroscopies that can only take place with isolated particles in high-vacuum conditions, such as photoelectron spectroscopy and photoion spectroscopy.

One notable exception to this generalization is a handful of pioneering efforts that have used photoemission spectroscopy to study QDs attached to metal surfaces [13–15]. While these studies have produced valuable insights into the electronic structure and dynamics of QDs, they are fundamentally limited in that they must always ensure good electronic contact between the nanoparticle and the metal substrate in order to return electrons to the nanoparticle to counteract the charging that takes place through the photoionization process. When there is good electrical contact between the nanoparticle and the surface, the electronic wavefunction of the nanoparticle is likely distorted from its original state and the measurement cannot be interpreted as a faithful representation of the intrinsic wavefunction of the nanoparticle.

In contrast to previous efforts, we study “gas phase” nanoparticles that are isolated in vacuum. It may be argued that these studies are not relevant to the practical applications of nanoparticles, which involve nanoparticles that are embedded in bulk materials, attached to a surface, or suspended in a liquid. However, the motivation for studying nanoparticles in the gas phase is to gain an understanding of the fundamental properties of the particles and how those properties can be accurately calculated using theoretical models. Just as studying molecules in the gas-phase provided the benchmark for the computational chemistry methods that have, in turn, revolutionized our understanding of chemical reactions in solution, it is possible that the study of nanoparticles in vacuum will provide similar benchmarks for theoretical methods that simulate properties on the nanoscale. In addition, by comparing how the properties of nanoparticles change as they are moved from the gas-phase to the condensed phase, we can gain insight into one of the most important topics in nano-science: how nanomaterials interact with their environment.

In order to investigate the inherent (unperturbed) electronic structure of nanomaterials, we
choose to work with a collimated beam of isolated nanoparticles that are flying through a high-vacuum chamber. Fortunately, many years ago, researchers in the field of atmospheric science had the same desire to study sub-micron aerosol particles in the absence of carrier gas. These scientists designed an “aerodynamic lens,” a tube containing several small orifices, that “focuses” a nanoparticle aerosol, forming a collimated beam of nanoparticles, while leaving the carrier gas divergent, enabling the separation of the nanoparticles from the gas. Thus, through an unusual combination of techniques and apparatus borrowed from physical chemistry (the VMI spectrometer), optical physics (femtosecond laser pulses), and atmospheric science (the aerodynamic lens), we have made some of the first measurements of the femtosecond dynamics of isolated nanoparticles.

1.2 Electron dynamics in strong femtosecond laser fields

This section provides a broad picture of the motivations for the study of strong-field ionization (SFI) using UV through mid-IR lasers presented in Chapter 3.

1.2.1 The three step model

The interaction of strong laser fields ($\sim 10^{14}$ W/cm$^2$) with atoms and molecules is of great scientific and technological interest because of two related phenomena: high-harmonic generation (HHG) [10] and strong field ionization (SFI) [16]. HHG makes it possible to use tabletop lasers to generate coherent beams of extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and soft X-ray (SXR) light, [11, 12, 17–19] and it has found applications across a broad range of science. For example, HHG makes it possible to observe chemical reactions in real time [20–22], to uncover correlated thermal [23] and magnetic dynamics [24] in materials with elemental specificity, and for coherent imaging on the nanometer scale near the wavelength limit [25, 26]. Similarly, recent studies have revealed that the photoelectron distribution from SFI records information about molecular structure [27–29], suggesting that it may serve as a new technique for understanding molecular dynamics. Both HHG and SFI result from tunnel-ionization of an electron from an atom or molecule (Figure 1.3). The free electron is then

---

2 Interestingly, these efforts also used photoion spectroscopy techniques, though not with femtosecond lasers or angle-resolved detectors.
accelerated to high velocities in the laser field [30]. HHG occurs when the electrons that are driven back towards the parent ion by the laser field recombine radiatively with the parent ion, emitting high-energy photons. SFI corresponds to those electrons that do not recombine; however, they may still re-encounter their parent ion and scatter.

Figure 1.3: The semi-classical three-step model of high harmonic generation (HHG). The blue line shows the combined energy of the laser and Coulomb potential, which is changing as a function of time. The green line shows the total energy of the electron (kinetic energy plus potential energy of the laser field) plotted as a function of the distance from the ion. (a) In the presence of a strong laser field (in this case $1 \times 10^{14}$ W/cm²), the Coulomb potential of an atom (or molecule) is strongly deformed. Under these conditions, a valence electron can tunnel through the barrier and emerge into the continuum (Step 1). (b) In Step 2, the free electron is now driven by the laser field, first away from the ion and then (depending on the phase of the field when the electron tunnels) driven back towards the ion. (c) In Step 3, the electron recombines with the ion emitting a high-energy photon. In the case of strong-field ionization (SFI), the electron does not recombine, but can scatter from the ion.

This semi-classical model of tunnel ionization, propagation in the laser field, and recombination with the ion is known as the “three-step model”. The three-step model ignores the Coulomb potential during the propagation of the electron and only includes the Coulomb potential during the recombination/rescattering step. Consequently, the three-step model is more accurate in cases where the electron are driven a long distance from the ion, making the influence of the Coulomb potential on the propagation of the electron negligible.
1.2.2 Strong field ionization with mid-IR fields

The three-step model makes an important prediction about HHG: the highest possible (cutoff) photon energy \( E_{\text{cutoff}} \) scales with the ponderomotive potential \( U_p \) as [30]

\[
E_{\text{cutoff}} \approx 3.2 U_p + I_p, \tag{1.1}
\]

where \( I_p \) is the ionization potential of the atom (or molecule) and the pondermotive potential is given by [31]:

\[
U_p = \frac{e^2 E^2}{4 m_e \omega^2} = \left( \frac{9.337 \times 10^{-14} \text{ eV}}{(\text{W/cm}^2)(\mu\text{m})} \right) I \lambda^2, \tag{1.2}
\]

where \( e \) is the electron charge, \( E \) is the laser electric field, \( m_e \) is the electron mass, \( \omega \) is the angular frequency of the laser, \( I \) is the intensity of the laser (in W/cm\(^2\)), \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of the laser (in \( \mu\text{m} \)), and \( U_p \) is in terms of eV.

The important practical implication of Equations 1.1 and 1.2 is that the cutoff energy of high-harmonic generation can be increased either by increasing the laser intensity or increasing the laser wavelength. In practice, a critical ionization level of the gas cannot be exceeded without a severe loss of conversion efficiency, and so the laser intensity cannot be increased past a certain level [12]. Thus, the only available method for scaling HHG to higher photon energies is to use longer wavelength driving lasers. Indeed, recent experiments have demonstrated that driving lasers in the mid-IR can generate photon energies past 1 keV [19] and that driving lasers with wavelengths of 2.0 \( \mu\text{m} \) or longer can easily generate isolated attosecond pulses [32]. However, the mechanisms of HHG in the mid-infrared region are not fully understood.

SFI is the “sister process” to HHG, since it corresponds to electrons that tunnel ionize in the same manner and are driven in the same strong laser field, but do not recombine with the atom or molecule. Historically, a careful analysis of SFI has built the foundation for understanding the HHG process. In Chapter 3, we continue this tradition, by observing structures in the photoelectron angular distributions using mid-IR driving lasers. These structures correspond to the multiple rescattering of field-driven electrons with the ion, a process that has recently been suggested as a possible avenue for generating zeptosecond waveforms [33].
1.3 Localized light absorption in nanoparticles

This section provides the broad motivations for the study of Plasma Explosion Imaging (PEI) presented in Chapter 4.

The ability to focus light tightly is immensely useful, enabling numerous innovations in science and technology, including high-resolution microscopy, spectroscopy of small objects, and precision laser-machining. Considering the wide-ranging applications of a small focus, it is not surprising that an incredible amount of effort has been expended to manufacture lenses that minimize aberrations and laser light sources that exhibit good mode quality. However, there is a fundamental lower limit to the diameter of the focus \(d\) that can be achieved:

\[
d = \frac{\lambda}{2n \sin \theta},
\]  

(1.3)

where \(\lambda\) is the wavelength of the light, \(\theta\) is the half-angle of the lens, and \(n\) is the index of refraction of the medium. Equation 1.3 serves as a limit for how localized a certain wavelength of light can be. Unless, of course, you cheat.

Equation 1.3 applies for lenses and curved mirrors which attempt to focus light at a distance, but nanoparticles can be used to “cheat” this limitation by locally enhancing the light field, sometimes by many orders of magnitude. The most famous example of this enhancement is probably the strong enhancement of the electric field that takes place at the surface of metal nanoparticles and allows the surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy technique (SERS) to evaluate the Raman spectrum of single molecules [34, 35]. More recent studies have successfully utilized the subwavelength focusing of “photonic nanojets” that form behind transparent nanospheres irradiated with laser light to machine features on the sub-wavelengths scale [36]. However, despite the numerous applications of local-field enhancement in nanostructures, there are no techniques to evaluate the local field enhancement that takes place when an intense femtosecond laser pulse irradiates a single, isolated nanostructure. Chapter 4 presents the development of a high-repetition-rate technique capable of observing the local field enhancement that takes place in a range of different nanostructures.
1.4 Shock waves in nanoplasmas

This section provides the motivations for the study of shock waves in nanoplasmas presented in Chapter 5.

When an intense ($>10^{14}$ W/cm$^2$) femtosecond laser pulse is focused into a material, the material is rapidly converted into a plasma and high energy electrons, ions, and electrons are ejected. This is not only useful as a way to study an extreme state of matter using tabletop scale apparatus, but can also serve as a source of high-energy electrons, ions, and photons. The energy of the emitted photons and particles depends on how much of the laser energy can be transferred into the material and how confined the interaction can be made. In order to generate the highest energy interaction, the majority of the laser energy must be coupled into a very small area. This sounds straightforward, but it is not. For example, gas targets are not appropriate because they are not dense enough to absorb the laser light in a small area. Solid surfaces also present a problem, because they are quickly converted to a plasma, at which point they become metallic and reflect most of the laser pulse.

Nanoplasmas, which are formed by laser-irradiating isolated nanoparticles, can serve as the perfect solution, since they are both highly absorbing of laser light [37] and can localize that light on an extremely small scale. The absorbed laser energy is then trapped in the nanoplasma and cannot dissipate, leading to much higher plasma temperatures. Previous experiments have observed the ejection of ions with kinetic energies exceeding 1 MeV [38], and even nuclear fusion [39] in laser-irradiated nanoplasmas. With this motivation, theoretical studies suggested that shock waves could be driven through these nanoplasmas [40–42] and that these shock waves could be used to further enhance the energies of the ejected nanoparticles. However, in the intervening decade, no experimental observation of shock waves propagating through nanoplasmas has taken place. Chapter 5 discusses the first experimental observation of shock waves propagation within a single nanoplasma and demonstrates how a second “heating” laser pulse can be used to tailor the plasma density profile to optimize the yield of quasi-monoenergetic ions.
Chapter 2

Apparatus and methods

Hofstadter’s Law: It always takes longer than you expect, even when you take into account Hofstadter’s Law. –Douglas Hofstadter

2.1 Experimental summary

The experiments presented in this thesis explore different physical phenomena, but share several techniques and apparatus in common. In particular, all of the experiments were completed using similar femtosecond laser systems and the same velocity map imaging (VMI) spectrometer.1 The studies involving nanoparticles and nanoplasmass were conducted using the same nanoparticle generation and delivery system. Thus, this chapter provides a description of the femtosecond laser systems (Section 2.2), the VMI spectrometer (Section 2.3), and the nanoparticle aerosol source (Section 2.4).

2.2 Femtosecond laser system

2.2.1 Chirped pulse amplification

In order to study processes on the femtosecond timescale, we use femtosecond laser pulses obtained from titanium-doped sapphire (Ti:sapphire) laser systems. Ti:sapphire is a material especially suited for the generation of high-intensity femtosecond pulses due to its broad gain bandwidth and high thermal conductivity. Kerr-lens modelocked Ti:sapphire oscillators operate with repetition

---

1 It should be noted that, while the laser systems are similar, two different laser systems were used. In addition, the spectrometer evolved over the course of the studies presented in this thesis, such that it now contains very few of its original parts.
rates of 80 to 100 MHz and generate ~10 fs pulses with pulse energies on the nJ scale. This allows the focused laser to achieve peak field intensities of $<10^{13}$ W/cm$^2$, even with diffraction-limited focusing. This laser field is still weak compared to the Coulomb field. To move into the strong-field regime, the laser intensity must be increased by at least an order of magnitude.

To decrease the repetition rate and increase the average power (thereby greatly increasing the energy per laser pulse), we use a Ti:sapphire amplifier system. The amplifier cannot directly amplify the 10 fs pulses from the oscillator, since attempting to do so would expose the Ti:sapphire crystal to peak laser intensities above its damage threshold. Instead, amplifiers are designed around the principle of chirped pulse amplification (CPA). In the CPA scheme, the pulses from the oscillator first pass through a grating-based stretcher which frequency disperses the laser pulses in time (“temporally chirps” the pulses) until they have a duration of more than 100 ps [43]. A Pockels cell then selects a single pulse from the 80–100 MHz pulse train and allows this pulse to proceed to the Ti:sapphire crystal. The pulse is then amplified by passing through the Ti:sapphire crystal many times. After the pulse energy has been increased, the ~100 ps pulse can then be recompressed to 20–50 fs by passing through a grating-based compressor, which compensates the temporal chirp introduced by the stretcher. The pulse typically cannot be compressed to the original 10 fs pulse duration that it emerged from the oscillator due to the gain-narrowing of the spectral bandwidth that takes place in the amplifier.

In the experiments presented in this thesis, two different laser amplifier systems were used. The strong-field ionization experiments (Chapter 3) were completed using a two-stage multipass amplifier (KMLabs Red Dragon). The nanoparticle experiments (Chapters 4 and 5) utilized a breakthrough high-pulse-energy one-stage regenerative amplifier: the KMLabs Wyvern HE [44, 45]. At first glance, the laser systems seem very similar: the Red Dragon produced 7 mJ, 25 fs pulses at 1 kHz, and the Wyvern HE produces 8–10 mJ,$^2$ 40 fs pulses, also at 1 kHz. However, the advantage of the single-stage regenerative amplifier (Wyvern HE) over the two-stage multipass amplifier is

$^2$ While the Wyvern HE is capable of producing pulse energies of 10 mJ, the output mode quality ($M^2 \geq 1.3$) is not as good compared to operation at 8 mJ ($M^2 \approx 1.2$). Because a good mode is important for the subsequent frequency conversion steps and minimizes the risk of damage to the optical systems of both the amplifier and the experiment, the amplifier was typically operated near 8 mJ for the experiments described in this thesis.
seen in the reliability of the laser system. The >95 percent up-time of the Wyvern HE is a break-through achievement in 10-mJ-class laser systems and was crucial for successfully obtaining data from nanoparticles. More information about the Wyvern HE is presented in Ref 44, as well as in the PhD thesis of Chengyuan Ding [45], who designed and build the amplifier in cooperation with Xiaoshi Zhang and other staff at KMLabs, Inc.

2.2.2 Light sources

A unique aspect of the study of SFI of atomic gases presented in Chapter 3 is that the study was conducted using a wide range of driving laser wavelengths, ranging from the deep-UV at 267 nm, to the mid-IR at 2000 nm. The Ti:sapphire laser can only be tuned over a narrow range near 800 nm, so the other wavelengths must be generated using non-linear light conversion techniques (Figure 2.1). The 400 nm pulses were generated using a beta-barium borate (BBO) crystal, with a thickness of 200 µm. The 267 nm light was generated from sum-frequency generation of 400 nm and 800 nm light in a second BBO crystal. A calcite plate is placed in the beam to compensate for the small time-delay between the 400 nm and 800 nm pulses. The mid-IR pulses at 1300 nm and 2000 nm are generated using parametric amplification techniques described in the following section. This unusually large range of laser wavelengths allowed us to explore how the physics of SFI scale with the driving laser wavelength.

2.2.3 Optical parametric amplifier (OPA)

The optical parametric amplifier (OPA) system used to generate the mid-IR light in Chapter 3 converts the 800 nm output of the Ti:sapphire laser system into mid-IR light at 1300 nm and 2000 nm. The OPA [44, 46] was designed and built at JILA by Matt Seaberg, Paul Arpin, and Stefan Witte and adapted to the higher pulse energies and longer pulse durations of the Wyvern HE by Chengyuan Ding, Tingting Fan, and Wei Xiong.

Recent experiments have demonstrated that high harmonic generation (HHG) can generate much higher photon energies when longer laser wavelengths are used to drive the process [12, 47].
Figure 2.1: Femtosecond light sources from the UV to the mid-IR. An unusually large range of wavelengths were available for the experiments described in this thesis. The 800 nm pulses were obtained directly from the amplifier, and 400 nm pulses were obtained through generation of the second harmonic in a BBO crystal. The 267 nm pulses were generated through sum-frequency generation in a second BBO crystal. The 1300 nm and 2000 nm mid-IR pulses were obtained using an optical parametric amplifier (OPA).

Using a driving laser wavelength of 3900 nm, Popmintchev and coworkers [19] were able to generate photon energies in excess of 1 keV. But the advantages of mid-IR driving lasers are seen well before 3900 nm – a 1300 nm driving laser can generate soft X-ray light to the carbon edge at 285 eV [47], and 2000 nm light has recently been shown to generate single attosecond pulses when appropriate phase-matching conditions are used [32]. This breakthrough in using longer wavelength driving lasers for HHG motivated the construction of the OPA and motivates the studies of strong-field ionization using longer driving wavelengths presented in Chapter 3.

2.2.4 Delay line

The time-resolved experiments presented in Chapter 5 were completed using a simple Mach–Zehnder-geometry delay-line setup similar to that shown in Figure 2.2. The dichroic mirrors used to separate and recombine the 400 and 800 nm light were obtained from Lattice Electro-Optics. The translation stage is a model NST-100 from Thorlabs and was controlled in concert with the VMI camera using Matlab 2012b (32-bit version). In Figure 2.2, a single lens is shown focusing both
beams into the interaction region of the VMI. However, in practice separate lenses were typically placed in each beam in order to independently control the focal spot size, as well as to correct for chromatic aberration.

Figure 2.2: A typical femtosecond pump-probe experiment. The Ti:sapphire amplifier produces 25–40 fs pulses of 800 nm light (red beam). In this example, a BBO crystal converts the 800 nm light to 400 nm. Dichroic mirrors are used to split and later recombine the two laser pulses. A waveplate and polarizer placed in each arm are used to control the intensity of each beam. A motorized delay stage in the 800 nm arm is used to control the relative path length and thereby control the relative time delay of the two pulses. In the velocity-map imaging (VMI) spectrometer, the intense laser pulses ionize atoms/molecules in a gas jet (or nanoparticles in a particle beam) and the electrons (or ions) are projected onto a microchannel-plate–phosphor-screen detector by a static electric field.

2.3 Velocity map imaging spectrometer

2.3.1 Concept and history

The concept of charged particle imaging is refreshingly simple - charged particles (either electrons or ions) are simply projected onto a position sensitive detector using an electric field, making a two-dimensional picture of the momentum distribution. The field of photoion imaging was born in 1987 when Chandler and Houston [48] used a position-sensitive detector to record the angle-resolved ion momentum distribution resulting from the dissociation of CH$_3$I by a 266 nm laser pulse. Due to its simple implementation and powerful capabilities, photoion imaging became a popular method for studying gas-phase chemical reactions. In the mid-1990s, the first photoelectron images were recorded by Helm [49] and Bordas [50].
Eppink and Parker [51] improved upon the methods of Chandler and Houston by implementing an electrostatic lens that could compensate for the extended interaction region formed by the intersection of the ionizing radiation with the particle beam. Since this method maps the velocity of each particle to position on the detector irrespective of the exact location where the particle originated, this method was termed Velocity Map Imaging (VMI) and the apparatus has become known as a VMI spectrometer. The VMI spectrometer provides an additional advantage over the original photoion spectrometer invented by Chandler and Houston [48]; by removing the metal meshes that all previous studies had placed between the interaction region and the detector, Eppink and Parker increased the fraction of electrons or ions that reach the detector and further increased the resolution of the instrument [52].

The standard “Eppink and Parker” VMI geometry consists of three circular electrodes: a repeller plate, an extractor plate that features a hole through which the electrons pass, and a ground plate that features a somewhat larger hole. As suggested by the name, the ground plate is typically held at 0 V, though this is not always the case [52]. The relative ratio between the repeller and extractor plates sets the “focus” of the spectrometer. The exact ratios needed for the best focus depend on the geometry of the spectrometer, and can be used to select between velocity map imaging mode (repeller-to-extractor ratio of ∼0.75) [52] and spatial imaging mode (repeller-to-extractor ratio of ∼0.98) [53, 54]. When the repeller-to-extractor ratio is set somewhere between these two extremes, the image produced on the VMI is a convolution the spatial and momentum profiles of the generated electrons.

2.3.2 Theory

Complete treatments of the principles of VMI can be found in numerous sources, with the most eloquent being the original 1997 Review of Scientific Instruments article by Eppink and Parker [51], Whitaker’s 2003 textbook Imaging in Molecular Dynamics [52], and a wonderful 2004 Master’s thesis by Sara Thorin [55] that provides extensive details on the practicalities of constructing and operating a VMI spectrometer.
In brief, the basic principles of VMI can be understood from a simple analysis of the equations of motion. Under the assumptions that the acceleration region is small compared to the free-flight region and that the initial kinetic energy of the particles is small compared to the energy imparted by the static electric field of the spectrometer, the radial position of the electrons on the detector \( R \) is given by [51, 52, 55]

\[
R \approx NL \sqrt{\frac{E_r}{qV}},
\]

(2.1)

where \( N \) is a magnification factor particular to the geometry of the spectrometer and the relative voltages of the electrodes, \( L \) is the length of the free-flight region, \( E_r \) is the radial component of the kinetic energy of the particle, \( q \) is the charge of the particle, and \( V \) is the potential through which the particle is accelerated. If we ignore the terms from the spectrometer, we can express the radial position of the ions as

\[
R \propto \sqrt{\frac{E_r}{Z}},
\]

(2.2)

where \( Z \) is the charge number of the particle. This expression makes it clear that the term “velocity map imaging spectrometer” is something of a misnomer, since particles of the same velocity but different masses (or different charges) will not map to the same position on the detector. Astute readers will therefore read the term “VMI spectrometer” as “square-root of kinetic energy divided by charge imaging spectrometer,” but will accept that fact that the latter term is too cumbersome for common usage, and would require a more stylish acronym before gaining popularity.

The above theory makes the assumption that the only field acting on the spectrometer is the electric field of the spectrometer. Any additional fields will affect the trajectory of the particles in the spectrometer and must be avoided. One of the most problematic is Earth’s magnetic field. In order to avoid affects from Earth’s field, a VMI spectrometer must be enclosed within one or more layers of \( \mu \)-metal, an alloy (composed primarily of Ni and Fe, with a few percent Cu, Cr, and Mo) that significantly attenuates magnetic fields. Any parts of the VMI spectrometer that are placed

---

\(^3\) The assumptions of a long free-flight region and slow initial momentum are good approximations in regime of threshold-ionization where VMI is typically applied. In the regime of strong-field ionization, higher kinetic energy electrons are generated, making numerical modeling (using a program such as SIMION [56]) more important to check the linearity and resolution of the instrument.
within the $\mu$-metal must be non-magnetic in order to avoid introducing any additional magnetic fields into the VMI or free-flight regions.

### 2.3.3 Implementation

The VMI spectrometer in the Kapteyn–Murnane group (Figure 2.3) was designed and partially assembled in early 2010 by Xibin Zhou, Bosheng Zhang, Predrag Ranitovic, and Chengyuan Ding. The design of the spectrometer assembly (the electrodes and their support structure) is based largely on the VMI spectrometer in the Weber lab at JILA [57], which is, in turn, based on the VMI spectrometers in the Lineberger Group at JILA and Sanov Group at the University of Arizona [58, 59]. All of these spectrometers share the standard three-electrode design of Eppink and Parker [51]. In late 2010, the author took over the construction of the VMI spectrometer with the help of Chengyuan Ding and Predrag Ranitovic. The author designed the gas jet assembly and the skimmer assembly, fixed the virtual leaks caused by non-vented screws and vacuum-incompatible Kapton tape, and re-designed the electrode support assembly to support voltages up to 5 kV.

Figure 2.3: Schematic of the VMI spectrometer (a) Exterior view of the VMI spectrometer, showing the ~500 L/s turbopumps that are used to maintain medium-vacuum ($< 10^{-2}$ Torr) in the source chamber (left) and high-vacuum ($< 10^{-6}$ Torr) in the spectrometer chamber. The XYZ manipulator on the left side of the apparatus allows for aerodynamic lens (or gas jet) to be positioned relative to the skimmer that separates the two chambers. (b) Interior view of the VMI spectrometer, showing the aerodynamic lens forming a collimated beam of nanoparticles. The nanoparticle beam passes through the tube-skimmer and into the spectrometer chamber. The laser beam ionized the nanoparticles and creates electrons (and often ions) that are projected onto the detector by the electric field generated by three stainless steel electrodes.
2.3.3.1 Spectrometer assembly

The “spectrometer assembly” is the term given to the electrodes, the structure that supports them, and the \( \mu \)-metal that surrounds them. This is the part of the instrument that required the most custom machining, and also the most iterations before it was fully operational. Since most VMI spectrometers only collect electrons with kinetic energies below 10 eV, the electrodes are typically not designed to support voltages higher than 1 kV. In contrast, since the strong-field ionization process can easily produce electrons in excess of 50 eV, this instrument needed to support higher voltages on the electrodes while avoiding arcing or corona discharge.

In the first iteration, the electrodes were made from copper, since it is a readily machinable material that is not magnetic. The original copper electrodes could only support \( \sim 2 \) kV due to the roughness and contamination of the surface \[60\]. To increase the supportable potential of the electrodes to the full 5 kV of the PS350 power supplies (Stanford Research Systems), the copper electrodes were replaced with stainless steel electrodes. Because some varieties of stainless steel can be slightly magnetic, it is typically considered an inappropriate for spectrometer construction. However, new electrodes were made of austenitic stainless steel (Type 316) which is not magnetic. The electrodes were polished with progressively finer-grit sandpaper up to 2000 grit, but it’s likely that the electrodes could support even higher voltages with electropolishing.\(^4\) Additionally, the hole in the ground plate was expanded from 1 inch to 1.5 inches in order to allow higher kinetic energy photoelectrons to be collected on the detector.

For the experiments presented in Chapter 3, the spectrometer assembly was rotated 90 degrees from the orientation shown in Figure 2.3b to allow the gas jet to pass through a \( \sim 1 \) mm hole in the repeller plate. This allowed the skimmer to be positioned less than 1 inch from the interaction region, which minimized the expansion of the gas and therefore maximized the gas density probed by the laser. For the nanoparticle experiments (Chapters 4 and 5), it was deemed undesirable to use a geometry where the nanoparticle beam impacted the detector, since it would likely deposit a spot of

\(^4\) Indeed, a new “high energy” VMI assembled in KM-Group features electropolished electrodes and can support up to 15 kV before arcing.
nanoparticles in the center of the detector. Thus, for these experiments, the spectrometer assembly and detector flange were rotated by 90 degrees to the configuration shown in Figure 2.3b. Since the nanoparticle beam is only slowly diverging after exiting the aerodynamic lens, the additional 2 inches that the beam must pass before reaching the interaction region does not cause an appreciable decrease in the particle density.

### 2.3.3.2 Gas jet

For the strong-field ionization experiments described in Chapter 3, the target was gas-phase atoms and molecules obtained via supersonic expansion of a gas in vacuum. The gas (backing pressure of ~700 Torr) is introduced into the “source” chamber through a 30 μm nozzle. The expanding gas then passes through a 300 μm skimmer (Beam Dynamics, Inc. [61]) and into the differentially pumped “spectrometer” chamber. The gas jet increases the pressure in the source chamber to around $10^{-4}$ Torr and increases the pressure in the spectrometer chamber to approximately $10^{-7}$ Torr, from
base pressures of $10^{-9}$ Torr. The exact pressure in the spectrometer chamber depends on the exact position of the gas jet relative to the skimmer.

The gas jet must be precisely aligned with the skimmer, so that the beam of gas exiting the skimmer will pass cleanly through the small hole in the repeller plate. To achieve good alignment, the gas jet assembly is mounted on an XYZ manipulator that allows for precise positioning in three dimensions. It would be very difficult to attempt to align the focused laser beam and the gas jet simultaneously. Therefore, the gas jet is aligned first, by moving the position to optimize the pressure in the spectrometer chamber. To roughly find alignment, it is possible to simply examine the pressure in the spectrometer chamber as a function of the gas jet position and align by hand. Once rough alignment is obtained, fine alignment can be completed by taking small steps in each dimension transverse to the flow of gas and fitting the resulting pressures to a Gaussian function. Using this method, the gas jet can be aligned to within a few µm and the gas beam can easily be found with the focused laser. Further optimization of the gas jet position is then completed by iteratively moving the gas jet position and the finding the new position of the interaction region using the laser.

![Figure 2.5: Alignment of the gas jet to the skimmer.](image)

Figure 2.5: **Alignment of the gas jet to the skimmer.** The 30 µm gas jet must be carefully aligned to the 300 µm skimmer so that the skimmed beam of gas passes directly through the interaction region. Coarse alignment can be accomplished by moving the gas jet to optimize the pressure in the spectrometer chamber. Precise alignment is achieved by moving the gas jet in small increments and recording the pressure in the spectrometer chamber as a function of the micrometer position. This is performed in the horizontal (a) and vertical (b) directions. A Gaussian fit allows the center point to be precisely extracted.
The electrons and ions are detected using a phosphor screen behind two microchannel plates (MCPs) in a chevron stack. Each MCP is biased with up to 1.2 kV per plate and ejects many electrons each time an electron or ion collides with a channel. The gain is extremely high, such that up to $10^7$ electrons emerge from the backside of the MCP stack for each electron that impacts the front of a channel. The electrons that leave the MCP are accelerated onto a phosphor screen, that converts the electrons into visible light, with a wavelength that depends on the material coating the phosphor screen. We used two different phosphor screens: P43, which emits at 545 nm and has a lifetime of 1 ms, and P47 which emits at 400 nm and has a lifetime of 55 ns [62]. The P43 phosphor produces more photons per electron impact (it’s “brighter”), but the faster response time of the P47 phosphor makes it more appropriate for time-of-flight studies. The light on the phosphor screen passes through a $f/1.4$ camera lens (Fujinon) and is recorded with a CCD camera (Pike 145b, Allied Vision Technologies).

The assembly that holds the MCP and phosphor is a 75 mm Beam Observation System (BOS-75), manufactured by Beam Imaging Solutions (Longmont, CO). Since all of the experiments described in this thesis involved unusually high electron/ion flux, the MCPs were damaged rapidly and several sets of MCP plates and phosphor screens were used:

- The study described in Chapter 3 used two Imaging Grade 60:1 MCP plates and a P47 phosphor screen that were installed in 2011 and replaced in 2012.
- The study described in Chapter 5 used two Detection Grade 40:1 MCP plates and a P43 phosphor screen that were installed in 2012 and replaced in 2014.
- The study described in Chapter 4 used a matched set of two Imaging Grade 60:1 MCP plates and a P47 phosphor screen. These were installed in mid-2014 and are the MCP plates and phosphor screen that are currently installed as of December 2014.

---

5 The 60:1 length-to-diameter ratio plates can support 1.2 kV, the 40:1 plates can only support 1.0 kV. When setting the voltage across the MCP stack, keep in mind that any voltage divider will obscure the true voltage being applied to the plates. Most pairs of plates do not have the same resistance, and so a different voltage divider is needed.
The phosphor screens (75 mm diameter) were obtained from Beam Imaging Solutions and the MCP plates (75 mm) were obtained from Photonis, Inc. via Beam Imaging Solutions.

2.3.4 Abel transform

The VMI spectrometer records a 2D projection of the 3D photoelectron (or photoion) angular distribution (PAD). Several techniques exist for providing the desired full 3D PAD, or, simply a slice of the 3D PAD. For some experiments where ions are detected, rapid gating of the detector can be used to capture only a small slice of the expanding Newton sphere [52, 63], but this technique cannot be used for photoelectrons, because the detector gating is not nearly fast enough. Another approach relies on the fact that sometimes the PAD can be rotated in the laboratory frame, as is the case for SFI, where a waveplate can be used to rotate the electric field of the laser and consequently rotate the PAD. If many 2D projections of the PAD are captured at many different angles of rotation, then the 3D PAD can be reconstructed using tomographic methods.

However, the vast majority of VMI images are recorded of PADs that exhibit cylindrical symmetry about the laser polarization, and the axis of rotational symmetry lies in the plane of the recorded image. In this case, the Abel transform may be applied. The Abel transform utilizes the cylindrical symmetry of the PAD to provide a 3D reconstruction from the 2D projection recorded by the VMI spectrometer. While the Abel transform has an exact mathematical definition, it is nearly impossible to apply because it is extremely sensitive to the noise and imperfect symmetry present in real-world VMI datasets [52, 64]. Consequently, several different numerical approximations have emerged to allow 3D PADs to be conveniently reconstructed from experimental VMI data. The most well-known methods include Vrakking’s Iterative Inversion method [65], the BASEX algorithm [64], and the Polar Onion Peeling (POP) method [66]. While all of these three methods produced low-noise transforms on our datasets, the BASEX algorithm proved to be the fastest and most convenient,\(^6\) and was used to transform the data in Chapter 3. The PADs recorded from nanoparticles

\(^6\) Specifically, the BASEX algorithm was the most convenient because the Reisler group at USC kindly provided the Matlab implementation of the BASEX algorithm, which the author could port to Python. The reconstruction is then scriptable and can be applied to large, multi-image datasets, taking less than 1 second for each 1 megapixel image.
(Chapter 4 and 5) do not depend on the laser polarization and do not exhibit cylindrical symmetry, so the Abel transform cannot be used.

2.4 Nanoparticle aerosol source

A high-concentration of isolated nanoparticles in the VMI spectrometer is achieved by preparing a nanoparticle aerosol and then injecting the aerosol into a high-vacuum chamber via the aerodynamic lens. The integration of aerosol technologies with the VMI spectrometer was enabled through a collaboration with the Jose Jimenez group in the CU Chemistry Department, especially Jimenez-Group members Brett Palm and Pedro Campuzano-Jost.

2.4.1 Atomizer

The nanoparticle aerosol is generated using a Collison-type atomizer (TSI, Model 3076), which uses compressed gas to make a fine mist of droplets from a liquid solution (Figure 2.6). As the droplets evaporate, they leave behind whatever material is suspended or dissolved in the starting solution. In the case of a colloidal nanoparticle solution, the droplets will contain one or more nanoparticles, and when they evaporate, will leave behind single nanoparticles or clumps of many nanoparticles. In the case of a salt solution, the droplet will evaporate to leave behind either a single crystal or an amorphous clump, depending on the properties of the material. As discussed in Section 4.3.2, electron microscopy reveals that a solution of NaCl produces mostly single crystals, though some amorphous clumps can also be seen.

The performance of the atomizer depends on the liquid used and the pressure of the carrier gas. The recommended operating pressure of the atomizer is 30 psig when air is used as a carrier gas. We found that the pressure required to generate a high concentration of nanoparticles decreased with the viscosity of the solvent – both hexane and acetone produced the highest concentrations of nanoparticles with pressures of about 20 psig. An additional advantage of using lower pressures is that there is less solvent loss through evaporation. We used several different carrier gases – including

---

7 Often miswritten as “collision-type”, the Collison-type atomizer is named after W. E. Collison, who presented the design at a 1932 meeting of the British Medical Association [67].
He, N₂, Ar, Ne, and CO₂ – and there was not a detectable difference in the particle concentrations when different gases were used. Thus, different carrier gases could be used depending on which gas minimized the background signal in the VMI spectrometer.

Figure 2.6: The atomizer and differential mobility analyzer (DMA). (a) The atomizer uses compressed gas to prepare an aerosol of droplets, which quickly evaporate to leave behind the material in solution. (b) The electrostatic classifier and DMA column (the cylindrical steel object on the right) select only a specific size of particles. Photographs courtesy of TSI, Inc.

A significant problem with the atomizer is that it relies on the evaporation of ∼1 μm diameter droplets⁸ to generate nanoparticles. Since we are interested in studying nanoparticles that are 50 nm or smaller, the vast majority of the volume of a 1 μm droplet must evaporate. In order to generate nanoparticles that are not coated with a thick layer of contamination, a very high level of solvent purity is necessary, and the level of solvent purity required increases as the final particle size is decreased. A striking example of this effect is seen in Chapter 4, where the 50 nm gold nanoparticle sample is coated with a layer of contamination that is larger than the particle itself. This problem is compounded as we move to experiments that are more surface sensitive, which causes even a thin layer of surface contamination to have a large effect. For these reasons, we have plans to switch the

⁸ The atomizer produces a wide distribution of droplet sizes, which is centered around 1 μm diameter and depends on the solvent and pressure of the carrier gas.
nanoparticle source to a magnetron sputtering source, as discussed in Section 6.3.2.

### 2.4.2 Electrostatic classifier

Nanomaterials often exhibit properties that vary with the dimensions of the nanoparticle, making it very useful to be able to prepare a nanoparticle sample with a controllable size. This is achieved by passing the aerosol through a differential mobility analyzer (DMA) column connected to a control box known as an electrostatic classifier (TSI 3080, Figure 2.6b). Two different DMA columns were used, a short column optimized for particles ranging from 2 to 150 nm (TSI 3085) and a long column (borrowed from the Jimenez Group) optimized for particles ranging from 10 to 1000 nm (TSI 3081).

### 2.4.3 Aerodynamic lens

The aerodynamic lens (Figure 2.7) was invented in 1995 by a team at the University of Minnesota [68, 69] and creates a collimated beam of particles from an aerosol. By passing the aerosol through a series of small orifices, where the diameters and distances are carefully chosen, the aerodynamic forces drive the particles to follow straight paths while leaving the gas divergent at the exit of the lens.

Each aerodynamic lens is designed around a certain flow rate, which is controlled by varying the pressure at the input of the lens. The lens used in this thesis requires ~1.5 Torr, which is typical of aerodynamic lenses in general. In order to drop the pressure from atmospheric pressure to 1.5 Torr, a small flow-limiting “critical orifice” is required. In our preliminary studies, we used a thin steel disk-orifice (SPI, Inc.) with a 100 μm hole, as is commonly used in instruments studying atmospheric aerosols. This achieved the appropriate pressure drop, but it clogged within about one hour when we used solutions with concentrations of 1 g/L. In order to reduce clogging, we switched to a glass capillary tube with an inner diameter of 250 μm and a length of about 15 cm, dimensions that offer a similar conductance to the 100-μm disk-orifice. This tube-style critical orifice increased the time before clogging to about 20 hours of continuous operation. It is not clear what aspect of
the glass tube prevents clogging, since it could be the increased inner diameter of the glass tube, the smoother microscopic surface of glass compared with steel, the non-reactive chemical nature of glass, or the long length of the tube, which may produce a less turbulent flow at the tube exit.

When using the aerodynamic lens, we also had problems with clogging the skimmer that separates the source and spectrometer chambers and allows for differential pumping. So, using a similar solution to the critical orifice, we swapped the thin 300 μm orifice for a long “tube-skimmer”. The 1.5 mm inner diameter of the tube skimmer allowed the ~0.5 mm nanoparticle beam to pass cleanly through the skimmer without clogging, and the longer length (35 mm) provided a sufficiently low conductance to permit effective differential pumping of the spectrometer chamber.

Figure 2.7: The aerodynamic lens. The nanoparticle aerosol enters the left side of the aerodynamic lens (blue) and, after passing through a series of orifices, the aerosol emerges from the right side of the lens as a collimated beam with low divergence. The carrier gas (not shown) is still divergent and does not pass through the skimmer (right). This allows the laser to interact with a concentrated beam of nanoparticles in the absence of carrier gas. This drawing is not to scale and the aerodynamic lens is slightly compressed in the horizontal dimension. The exact dimensions of the lens used in this study are provided in Table 1 and Figure 1 of Ref. 70.

2.4.4 Light scattering

In order to check that the particle beam is passing through the spectrometer, we implemented a simple light-scattering experiment. Though the particles are smaller than the wavelength of visible light, they are still large enough to scatter strongly. Thus, when the particle beam is crossed with a green laser pointer (5 mW), a faint glow is visible to the naked eye. To improve the sensitivity of the measurement, we illuminate the particle beam with an unfocused (but collimated) 0.75 W, 532 nm
laser (Wicked Lasers) and observe the light scattering using a CCD camera. Once the nanoparticle beam is aligned through the spectrometer, it can easily be intersected by a focused laser beam by looking at the photoelectron or photoion signal on the VMI spectrometer.

2.4.5 Single particle experiments

The number concentration of nanoparticles emerging from the aerodynamic lens is on the order of $10^5$ particles/cm$^3$ by the time the nanoparticle beam reaches the interaction region. For many of the experiments, the volume of the interaction region (the intersection of the laser beam and the particle beam) is on the order of $10^{-7}$ cm$^3$. In this scenario, there is, on average, less than one nanoparticle in the focal volume for each laser shot. Thus, most laser shots do not hit a nanoparticle. When a laser shot does hit a nanoparticle, there is only a small chance that it will hit two nanoparticles. This technique allows the observation of a single nanoparticle. The caveat is that the interaction of one laser pulse with one nanoparticle needs to produce enough electrons or ions to produce a reasonable signal. This condition is met when a plasma is formed in the nanoparticle, as is demonstrated in Chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis.
Figure 3.1: Illustration of photoelectron rescattering. (a) This numerical simulation of the strong field ionization of xenon (using a 1300 nm laser) illustrates the numerous interferences that take place in the field-driven electron wavepacket. Calculation by Xiao-Min Tong, Tsukuba University, art by Brad Baxley, JILA.
3.1 Abstract

By systematically recording the photoelectron angular distributions (PADs) resulting from the strong field ionization of gas-phase atoms and molecules with laser wavelengths ranging from 262 nm to 2000 nm, we observe distinct structures in the PADs that correspond to the multiple rescattering the field driven electron with the parent ion. Using a simple scattering-wave model of strong-field ionization, we show how the interference patterns that result from electron–ion scattering can be understood using straightforward methods. The shape of these structures can be associated with the specific number of times the electron is driven past its parent ion in the laser field before scattering. Furthermore, a careful analysis of the cutoff energy of the structures allows us to experimentally measure the distance between the electron and ion at the moment of tunnel ionization. This work provides new physical insight into how atoms ionize in strong laser fields, and has implications for further efforts to extract atomic and molecular dynamics from strong-field physics.

3.2 Introduction

3.2.1 Zeptosecond waveforms

Recent theoretical work [33] has shown that when the high-harmonic generation (HHG) process is driven with mid-IR lasers, the generated soft X-ray waveforms exhibit modulations on the zeptosecond timescale, suggesting a possible path for generating laser pulses on the sub-attosecond timescale. The origin of the zeptosecond modulations is the interference of harmonics generated from electrons that recombine on the first time they are driven past the ion (the first “revisit”) with electrons that recombine on subsequent ion revists. Thus, there is considerable motivation to understand the role of this “multiple rescattering” process\(^1\) as it may be serve as the next breakthrough in generating the shortest laser pulses. In this chapter, we study strong field ionization (SFI), the complementary process to HHG, in order to gain an understanding of multiple rescattering in strong

\(^1\) In strong-field physics, even the first time that the electron is driven past the ion is commonly referred to as “rescattering”. The rational for adding “re” is that the tunnel ionization process is assumed to be the first electron–ion “scattering” process.
laser fields and investigate how this process changes as we tune the wavelength of the driving laser over nearly an order-of-magnitude, from the UV to the near-IR.

### 3.2.2 HHG and SFI in the mid-IR

When an atom or molecule is illuminated with a strong ($\sim 10^{14}$ W/cm$^2$) femtosecond laser field, an electron wavepacket will tunnel-ionize and accelerate in the field. Depending on the phase of the laser field when the electron tunnels, it may be completely turned around and returned to the parent ion (Section 1.2.1). The returning electron can either recombine with the parent ion, releasing its kinetic energy as a high-energy photon [10, 16, 71], or elastically scatter from the potential of the ion. The photons and electrons generated by these strong-field processes have the potential to probe the dynamic structure of molecules and materials on the sub-nanometer length scale and femtosecond-to-attosecond time scale. Recent studies have suggested that structures seen in angle-dependent photoelectron spectra may be useful for determining time-resolved molecular structures [28, 29, 72, 73], characterizing attosecond electron wavepackets [74, 75], and studying the dynamics of electron wavepacket propagation [76, 77]. However, despite extensive analyses [30, 78–81], many features observed in angle-resolved photoelectron spectra still lack a simple physical explanation.

The recent development of high pulse energy (>1 mJ) femtosecond lasers [82] in the mid-infrared (mid-IR) and angle-resolved detection schemes [51] has enabled new advances in visualizing strong-field physics. Electrons that are ionized in a mid-IR laser field reach higher velocities due to the larger ponderomotive energy, $U_p \propto I\lambda^2$, where $I$ is the intensity and $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the driving laser. The possibility of harnessing the high-energy electrons that are first ionized and then driven back to a molecule by a strong laser field has inspired several theoretical and experimental efforts to use strong field ionization to probe molecular structure [27, 28, 83, 84]. Recently, Huismans and coworkers [85] used 7 $\mu$m mid-IR lasers in combination with angle-resolved detection to observe angular interference structures in the photoelectron spectra of metastable xenon atoms. They presented a theoretical model that explains these structures based on the difference in phase between the two different paths that electrons can take to reach the same final momentum: either proceeding directly to
the detector, or rescattering from the ion before reaching the detector. In other work, Blaga and coworkers [86] irradiated atoms and molecules with 1.7–3.4 \( \mu \text{m} \) lasers and discovered an unexpected spike in the (non-angle-resolved) photoelectron energy spectrum that they refer to as the low-energy structure (LES). Subsequent papers [87–90] proposed various interpretations, but all agree that this low-energy structure arises from the rescattering of electrons by the parent ion.

In this work, we develop an intuitive model for understanding strong-field ionization as a simple superposition of plane and spherical photoelectron waves. This approach extends the standard three-step model of strong field ionization that has provided crucial physical insight into strong field ionization [91] and high-harmonic generation [92, 93]. We use this model to show that new interference structures, which we observe in the experimental photoelectron angular distributions generated by mid-IR lasers, are created by electron trajectories that scatter from the parent ion after passing by the ion several times (Figure 3.2). The quantum phase accumulated by the electrons during their oscillatory path between ionization and rescattering is directly imprinted onto the photoelectron angular distribution. Thus, the shape and spacing of the interference structures directly corresponds to the specific number of times the electron re-encounters its parent ion before scattering strongly. Through an analysis of the energy cutoff of these newly observed structures, we show that when an atom is ionized by an intense laser, the electron emerges at a finite distance from its parent ion that corresponds to the far side of the quantum tunneling barrier. Our simple model thus allows us to uncover valuable physical insight into strong-field electron dynamics that is not readily extracted from full quantum simulations.

### 3.3 Experiment

Ultrashort (30 fs, 785 nm) laser pulses with a maximal per-pulse energy of 7 mJ are derived from a two-stage multipass Ti:sapphire amplifier (KMLabs Red Dragon) operating at 1 kHz. The second harmonic (393 nm, \( \sim 40 \text{ fs} \)) is generated in a beta-barium borate (BBO) crystal (Eksma Optics). The third harmonic (262 nm, \( \sim 50 \text{ fs} \)) is generated with four-wave mixing of the fundamental and second harmonic in a BBO crystal using a collinear geometry (Femtokit FK-800-020, Eksma Optics).
Figure 3.2: Summary of multiple rescattering. (a) The photoelectron angular distribution resulting from the ionization of argon gas with a 1300 nm, $7.5 \times 10^{13}$ W/cm$^2$, 40 fs laser pulse. The primary spider structure (minima shown with white lines) results from interferences between directly ionized electrons and those that are driven back to scatter from the Coulomb potential of the ion before reaching the detector. (b) The newly observed inner spider structure (minima shown with red lines) results from electron trajectories that scatter from the Coulomb potential on their second re-encounter with the ion, and the interfere with unscattered trajectories. (c–g) Simple laser-driven electron dynamics during ionization explain the primary and inner spider structures. Artwork by Ellen Keister and Daniel Hickstein. Adapted with permission from Ref. 2. ©2012 American Physical Society

An optical parametric amplifier [44] generates ultrafast pulses at 1300 nm ($\sim$1.3 mJ) and 2000 nm ($\sim$0.8 mJ) with pulse durations of $\sim$40 fs.

The laser pulses are focused into the velocity map imaging (VMI) spectrometer to achieve peak intensities ranging from $5 \times 10^{13}$ to $5 \times 10^{14}$ W/cm$^2$. The focused laser beam ionizes gas-phase atoms
or molecules at a target pressure of approximately $10^{-2}$ Torr. Three electrodes arranged in a VMI geometry [51] drive photoelectrons towards a microchannel-plate–phosphor-screen detection system. A CCD camera (Pike 145b, Allied Vision Technologies) records the image of the phosphor screen, which is then Abel inverted using the BASEX algorithm [64] to obtain a 2D slice of the cylindrically symmetric 3D momentum distribution.

### 3.4 Photoelectron angular distributions from UV to mid-IR

Photoelectron angular distributions were recorded at various driving laser wavelengths between 262 and 2000 nm, and with intensities ranging from $5 \times 10^{13}$ to $5 \times 10^{14}$ W/cm$^2$. For driving wavelengths between 393 and 2000 nm, we observe interference structures aligned along the laser polarization axis (Figure 3.2a). These interference structures were observed by Huismans and coworkers [85], and interpreted in terms of the interference between laser-driven electron trajectories that collide with the ion (rescattered electrons) and electron trajectories that proceed directly to the detector (direct electrons). In this paper, we refer to these angular features as “spider structures” due to their resemblance to the body and legs of a spider. For driving laser wavelengths of 1300 and 2000 nm, we observe additional “inner spider” structures (Figure 3.2b) at low final momenta that have more closely spaced fringes. Unlike other low-energy angular structures reported in the literature [94–96] these inner spider structures are clearly visible through a wide range of intensities of the driving laser.

### 3.5 Plane-spherical wave model

To investigate the origin of both the primary and inner spider structures (Figure 3.2), we apply a simplified model of the electron-ion recollision process that we call the plane-spherical wave (PSW) model (Figure 3.3). In this model, the spider structures in the photoelectron angular distribution are modeled as the interference between a plane-wave electron wavefunction (Figure 3.3a) originating directly from the tunnel ionization of the atom, and a spherical-wave electron wavefunction (Figure 3.3b) that originates from the electron–ion rescattering event. By treating the phase evol-
tion of the quantum wave function during its propagation semiclassically (the so-called intrinsic or quantum phase studied in high-harmonic generation (HHG) [97]), we can reproduce the outer spider structures (Figures 3.3c, and 3.4).

Figure 3.3: **The plane-spherical wave (PSW) model.** The superposition of a plane wave (a) and a spherical wave (b) generates an interference pattern (c) that has the same shape as the spider structures. The phase of the plane wave is given by $\Psi_{\text{plane}} \propto e^{ikP_{||}}$, while the phase of the spherical wave is given by $\Psi_{\text{plane}} \propto e^{ikP_{\text{total}}}$, where $P_{||}$ is the momentum parallel to the laser polarization, $P_{\text{total}} = \sqrt{P_{||}^2 + P_{\perp}^2}$ is the total momentum, and $k$ is the modulation frequency of the plane and spherical waves. Only the real part of the complex value is shown in panels (a) and (b) while the square of the absolute value is shown in panel (c). (d) The minima of the spider structure calculated using the plane spherical model (white lines) match very well with the experimental data across a broad range of wavelengths and intensities (shown: 1300 nm, $5 \times 10^{13}$ W/cm$^2$, 40 fs driving laser). Adapted with permission from Ref. 2. ©2012 American Physical Society

In addition, by explicitly considering that the electron can pass by the atomic core more than once before rescattering, the PSW model can also explain the origin of our newly observed inner spider structures. These inner-spider structures arise from higher-order electron–ion rescattering events, with a characteristic fringe spacing that depends on the number of electron revisits to the vicinity of the ion before interacting strongly enough to rescatter. Through this interpretation, we can define a series of higher-order recollision cutoff energies that are a generalization of the ponderomotive cutoffs postulated first for HHG [30, 92] and then for strong field ionization [98, 99]. This extremely simple model can reproduce the gross features of our experimental photoelectron angular distributions across a very broad range of wavelengths, providing valuable physical insight into strong-field ionization physics.
Figure 3.4: **Comparison of experiment, time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) simulations, and simple PSW theory.** (a-e) The experimental photoelectron angular distributions at $\sim 10^{14} \text{ W/cm}^2$ demonstrate how the ionization process moves from the multiphoton regime at short wavelengths to the tunneling regime at longer wavelengths. The spider structures can be most clearly seen at 1300 nm, though they are also visible at 800 and 2000 nm. (f-j) The spider structures also appear in the numerical TDSE simulations, which also reveal how the alternating nodal structure in the multiphoton-like ionization at 262 and 400 nm morphs into the spider structures at longer wavelengths. (k-o) The spectra simulated using the plane-spherical wave (PSW) model (see Figure 3.3) show remarkable agreement with the TDSE and experiment despite ignoring the effects from the ionization step and simplifying the interaction with the Coulomb potential to a single scattering step. The lines drawn on all of the plots correspond to the minima of the spider structures as predicted by the PSW model.
To develop the PSW model, we begin with the three-step (recollision) model of strong-field HHG, which starts with tunneling ionization of an electron from the neutral atom in the presence of a strong laser field (Figure 3.2c). Next, the electron moves under the influence of the driving field, first being accelerated away from the parent ion and then driven back towards the ion (Figure 3.2d). Depending on the phase of the laser field when the electron tunnels, the electron may return to the vicinity of the parent ion, or it may drift away. Recently it has been shown that the spider structures can be reproduced by completing numerical trajectory simulations assuming that electrons born with low transverse momentum can scatter elastically from the ion (Figure 3.2e), a method referred to as the generalized strong-field approximation (GSFA) [85].

The PSW model (Figure 3.3) further simplifies the computationally intensity GSFA model to by treating the revisiting electrons as a simple plane wave in the final momentum space and treating the rescattered electrons as a spherical wave in the final momentum space. In the PSW model, the only thing that needs to be calculated is the spatial modulation frequency of the plane and spherical waves on the detector, i.e., the dependence of the phase of the electron on the final momentum. In the Lewenstein model [93, 97] the phase of an ionized electron is $e^{-iS/\hbar}$, where $S$ is the semiclassical action, given by

$$S(p, t, t_b) = \int_{t_b}^{t} \left( \frac{p(t')^2}{2m_e} + I_p \right) dt',$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

where $I_p$ is the ionization potential of the atom or molecule, $m_e$ is the mass of the electron, $t_b$ is the time the electron tunnels into the continuum, and $p(t')$ is the momentum. Thus, the probability of observing an electron at some position on the detector can be found by integrating all of the classical trajectories that reach the same final momentum and adding them coherently. In practice, this means that the Equation 3.1 must be integrated up until the time when the electron rescatters from the ion, after which both electrons take identical paths to the detector. In the PSW model, the situation is further simplified because the calculation need only be completed in one dimension: along the component of electron momentum in the direction of the laser polarization direction ($P_\parallel$).

This analysis is shown in Figure 3.5b, which plots the action $S$ versus $P_\parallel$, accumulated in the time between ionization and the time at which the electron returns to the ion core at its lowest recollision
velocity. The slope of this line corresponds to the modulation frequency of the plane and spherical waves in the PSW model, which, in turn, determines the spacing of the interference fringes in the spider structure. To simplify the analysis, we make the approximation that this slope is stepwise constant.

This simple procedure generates interference patterns that quantitatively reproduce the spacing and shape of the spider structures seen in the experimental data. As shown in Figure 3.2a, the predicted minima are in excellent agreement with the experimentally observed interference minima. This agreement is achieved with no fitting parameters – the structures are generated from first principles with minimal computational effort. The calculation requires only the wavelength and intensity of the driving laser and the ionization potential of the atom. This shows that, although the shape and spacing of the spider structures do not depend strongly on the structure of the atom or molecule, the PSW model suggests that structural information will be encoded in the momentum-dependent ratio between the plane wave and the spherical wave.

3.6 Inner spider structures

In addition to reproducing the shape of the primary spider structures, the PSW model also offers a simple explanation for the inner spider structures (Figure 3.2b). By examining Equation 3.1 and Figure 3.3b, it is clear that there is a relationship between the different amounts of time that the various electron trajectories spend in the continuum and the spacing of the spider structures that are generated. Using this relationship, we can explain the experimentally observed inner spider structures as resulting from electrons that spend significantly more time in the continuum before rescattering. More specifically, we conclude that the distinct inner spider structures are created by electrons that re-encounter the ion a specific number of times before scattering from the ion. Electron trajectories that arrive at the detector with low final momenta correspond to electrons that are ionized near the peak of the laser field and can revisit their parent ion more than once (Figure 3.5a). The PSW model allows us to easily compute the spacing of the spider structures that would result from each type of trajectory and compare this spacing to the experimental photoelectron
angular distribution (Figure 3.5f).

Figure 3.5: **Multiple scattering of the electron with the ion.** (a) Depending on when an electron is born into the continuum, it will be driven past the ion a specific number of times. (b) Quantum phase obtained by integrating each electron trajectory from when it is born to when it revisits the ion for the second-to-last time versus the final momentum parallel to the laser polarization \( (P_{\parallel}) \). The frequency of the plane and spherical waves is given by the slope of this graph. The steps at low momenta correspond to regions of multiple rescattering. (c) Experimental photoelectron distribution from argon ionized by a 1.3 \( \mu \text{m} \), \( 7.5 \times 10^{13} \) W/cm\(^2\) laser shows a clear boundary between the high momentum region where only one revisit is possible and the low-momentum region where scattering can take place during a subsequent revisit. (d) Photoelectron distribution from xenon using a 2.0 \( \mu \text{m} \), \( 5 \times 10^{13} \) W/cm\(^2\) laser displays clear boundaries that correspond to the second and forth revisits. (e) TDSE calculations reproduce the low-momenta structures in xenon. (f) Single-cycle PSW model, including scattering on the first revisit (outer spiders) as well as the second and forth revisits (inner spider structures). Adapted with permission from Ref. 2. ©2012 American Physical Society

This simple picture provides insight into the physics of the recollision interaction. Simple
classical calculations (Figure 3.5a) show that subsequent revisits of the ionized electron to the core take place with lower velocities. Since slower trajectories will be more influenced by the Coulomb potential, it is reasonable to assume that the main scattering event will take place during one of the final two laser-driven re-encounters with the ion, since these two re-encounters take place with the lowest velocity. The second to last encounter occurs with lower velocity since the oscillation and drift directions are opposite. By carefully measuring the spacing of the inner spider structure in the experimental photoelectron spectra and comparing with the results of the simple PSW model (Figure 3.2g), we can conclude from our data that scattering on the second-to-last re-encounter does indeed play the most significant role. In other words, if an electron makes three passes near the ion in the longitudinal direction, it is most likely to scatter strongly on the second pass. Thus, we can reproduce the experimental spider structures by integrating each electron trajectory from the time that the electron tunnels into the continuum to the time that it re-encounters the ion for the second-to-last time (Figure 3.5b).

For high-final-momenta trajectories, there is no change in the resulting photoelectron distribution, since these trajectories encounter the ion only once. Thus, the main spider structures are preserved at high final momenta, in good agreement with experiment. However, for low-final-momenta trajectories, the spacing of the spider structure becomes narrower in discrete steps that correspond to the classical boundaries between trajectories that are driven past the ion multiple times and scatter on the second-to-last revisit.\footnote{One might object to the term “multiple rescattering” to describe the process of scattering on a high-order revisit, since it seems to imply that the electron is scattering many times from the ion, while the model proposed above only incorporates one scattering step. However, considering the electron trajectories in a classical model: in order to interact with the Coulomb potential of the ion strongly on a high-order revisit, the electrons must undergo a slight angle change on the first revisit so that it may then pass more closely to the ion on a later revisit. Thus, while we model the multiple rescattering process as only involving one strong scattering step, it is necessarily a more complicated process of soft “Coulomb focusing” on low-order revisits followed by strong scattering on subsequent revisit.} The calculated spacing of the spider structure inside the first boundary (Figure 3.5f) is approximately half the frequency of that outside, in good agreement with experiment (Figure 3.5c).
3.7 Measurement of the quantum tunnel distance

The cutoff energies for various numbers of revisits can be easily calculated using classical mechanics (Figures 3.1c-f). If we assume that electrons tunnel at $x = 0$ and ignore the effect of the Coulomb potential after ionization, then electrons with kinetic energy greater than $0.09 \, U_p$ will revisit only once, electrons with energy between $0.09$ and $0.06 \, U_p$ will revisit three times (scattering on the second revisit), and electrons with energy less than $0.06 \, U_p$ will revisit five or more times (scattering on the forth, or subsequent even-numbered revisit). However, the predicted position of the cutoff is slightly lower than that observed in the experimental photoelectron spectra unless the finite tunnel distance is taken into account.

The tunnel distance results from the fact that electrons will be born into the continuum at a finite distance from the atom, which is dictated by the strength of the electric field and the ionization potential of the species (Figure 3.6a). The tunnel distance varies with the laser electric field, but at the peak of a laser field of intensity $5 \times 10^{13}$ W/cm$^2$, it is on the order of $5$ Å for most atoms. If this finite tunnel distance is considered, the classical boundaries move to slightly higher energies, and are in better agreement with the experimental data (Figures 3.6b and A.3). To our knowledge, this is the first example where the finite tunnel distance inherent in strong-field ionization can be extracted from an experimental observable.

Interestingly, this simple model offers a straightforward explanation for the spike-like low-energy structure (LES) observed in previous time-of-flight studies [86, 87]. The location of the cutoff energy for three revisits matches perfectly with the position of the LES, which was found to scale with the Keldysh parameter $\left( \gamma = \sqrt{\frac{I_p}{2U_p}} \right)$ as $\gamma^{-1.8 \pm 0.1}$. Our simple model provides further insight, showing that, when the tunnel distance is taken into account, the cutoff energy for two revisits ($E_{\text{cutoff}}$) also depends on the ionization potential of the atomic species as

$$E_{\text{cutoff}} \propto 0.06 \, I_p \, \gamma^{-1.8},$$

(3.2)

in perfect agreement with the experimental results (Figure 3.6). If we make the incorrect approximation that the electron originates at the position of the ion, then we would predict a $\gamma^2$ scaling. Thus,
Figure 3.6: Measurement of the quantum tunnel distance. (a) In the presence of a strong laser field \(5 \times 10^{13} \text{ W/cm}^2\), the atomic Coulomb potential is deformed, enabling tunnel ionization, where the tunneling distance is determined by strength of the laser field and the ionization potential of the atom. (b) By examining the classical equations of motion, we plot the theoretical cutoff between trajectories that revisit the ion once and those that rescatter several times (lines). If the tunnel distance is included, the theoretically predicted multiple rescattering cutoffs agree with the experimentally observed cutoffs (points). If the tunneling distance is ignored (simple theory, dashed line), the theory no longer agrees with the data. The experimental intensity was calibrated from the \(2U_p\) cutoff and was assumed to be 10%. The error in the energy of the multiple rescattering cutoff was assumed to be 0.02 atomic units of momentum. Adapted with permission from Ref. 2. ©2012 American Physical Society

by observing a deviation from the \(\gamma^2\) scaling, we observe this tunnel distance distance in our data. Other theoretical work has found that electrons that reach the turning point of their field-driven oscillation while in close proximity to the ion will result in a low-energy spike in the photoelectron distribution [100]. This further supports the notion that our predicted cutoff for the inner spider structures corresponds to the position of the peak in low energy electrons.

3.8 Conclusion

In conclusion, by generalizing the well-known three-step strong field ionization model using a simple plane-spherical wave model, we can intuitively explain the experimental photoelectron angular distributions of atoms ionized in strong laser fields. We show that newly observed low-energy features display clear signatures that an electron can pass by its parent ion more than once before strongly
scattering from it. Furthermore, the data show that when an atom is ionized by an intense laser, the electron emerges at a finite distance from its parent ion that corresponds to the far side of the quantum tunneling barrier. These new observations and physical explanations will inform future studies that seek to extract femtosecond-resolved structural information from strong-field ionization.
Chapter 4

Plasma Explosion Imaging

This chapter is adapted, with permission, from:
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of plasma explosion imaging (PEI) in a single nanoparticle. A femtosecond laser pulse interacts with a single gold–dielectric composite nanoparticle, ejecting positive ions, which are recorded by a two-dimensional detector (bottom).
4.1 Abstract

This chapter describes the development of a new technique for investigating the interaction of nanostructures with strong laser fields: plasma explosion imaging (PEI). PEI enables the direct measurement of the highly localized light absorption that takes place in a single nanostructure irradiated by a strong femtosecond laser. By imaging the photoion momentum distribution resulting from plasma formation in a laser-irradiated nanostructure, PEI maps the spatial location of the highly localized plasma and thereby images the light absorption on the nanometer scale. This method probes individual, isolated nanoparticles in vacuum, which allows us to observe how small variations in the composition, shape, and orientation of the nanostructures lead to vastly different light absorption. In this chapter, we study four morphologically and chemically different nanoparticle samples with overall dimensions of ∼100 nm and find that each sample exhibits distinct light absorption mechanisms despite their similar size. Specifically, we observe the following effects:

- Subwavelength focusing in single NaCl crystals
- Symmetric absorption in TiO$_2$ aggregates
- Surface enhancement in dielectric particles containing a single gold nanoparticle
- Hot spots in dielectric particles containing multiple smaller gold nanoparticles.

These observations (Figure 4.2) demonstrate how PEI directly reveals the diverse ways in which nanoparticles respond to strong laser fields, a process that is notoriously challenging to model because of the rapid evolution of materials properties that takes place on the femtosecond timescale as a solid nanostructure is transformed into dense plasma.

4.2 Introduction

4.2.1 Background

The interaction of strong (>10$^{13}$ W/cm$^2$) laser fields with bulk materials has widespread applications, including precision machining on the sub-micron scale [101], the “green” synthesis of...
Figure 4.2: **Summary of PEI in four nanostructures.** PEI uses a femtosecond laser pulse to probe nanoparticles of different compositions, shapes, and orientations. Based on the structure of the particle, the electric field of the laser pulse is enhanced in a specific region of the nanoparticle. The location of the light-field enhancement can be deduced based on the direction(s) that ions are ejected. Adapted with permission from Ref. 3. ©2014 American Chemical Society

nanoparticles [102], and the production of high-energy electrons, ions and photons [103]. Nanoscale structures can locally enhance a laser field, often by many orders of magnitude [35], enabling the generation of strong laser fields that are localized on the nanometer scale, thus paving the way for breakthrough techniques and technologies. For example, gold nanoparticles are being designed to seek out cancerous tumors in the body and, when irradiated with a femtosecond laser, produce shock waves that destroy the tumor with minimal damage to nearby tissues [104, 105]. Additionally, several preliminary experiments have demonstrated the ability of laser-irradiated nanostructures to accelerate electrons, suggesting that nanomaterials may enable the fabrication of miniaturized particle accelerators [38, 40, 42, 106]. However, transforming these proof-of-principle concepts into practical technologies requires an advanced understanding of how nanostructures respond to light fields that are near the damage threshold.

For short-pulse laser intensities near and above the damage threshold (∼3 × 10^{13} W/cm^2 for glass [107], and roughly similar for most other dielectric materials) the interaction of femtosecond laser pulses with bulk materials is a complex process that is extremely challenging to model. The difficulties stem largely from the fact that the laser pulse modifies the optical properties of the material on the femtosecond timescale [108], requiring a model that incorporates the time-dependent
properties of the laser field, the solid material, and the newly formed plasma. Materials that exhibit nanoscale structure present a further challenge because features smaller than the wavelength of the light can enhance the electric field on the nanometer scale, and this effect depends strongly on the exact size, shape, and composition of the particle. For example, past work harnessed the ability of nanostructured targets to efficiently absorb laser light to create bright soft X-ray sources [109], but the detailed mechanisms of this enhancement could not be understood in detail because of the complexity of the interaction. Thus, there is pressing need for a direct measurement technique that can provide clear insight into how nanomaterials interact with laser fields.

4.2.2 Experimental approach

Making direct measurements of nanostructures irradiated with strong laser fields presents several experimental hurdles. First, when exposed to strong laser fields, nanostructures are damaged, and thus a fresh sample is required for each laser shot. Second, nanomaterial samples are rarely homogeneous, often varying widely in size, shape, composition, and surface roughness. Even small variations in the morphology of a nanostructure can have a dramatic effect on how the nanostructure responds to incident light fields. When particles of different sizes and shapes are probed simultaneously, these variations are obscured. Finally, the orientation of asymmetric nanoparticles relative to the laser propagation and polarization can dramatically influence how they interact with the light field.

Here we utilize a method that overcomes the experimental hurdles by imaging the localized nanoscale plasma that is created when an isolated nanostructure is irradiated with a short (40 fs), intense ($\sim 3 \times 10^{13} \text{ W/cm}^2$) laser pulse (Figure 4.3). Instead of working with nanoparticles suspended in liquid solution or deposited on a surface, we employ a flowing aerosol of nanoparticles (Figure 4.3) that provides a fresh nanoparticle for every laser shot, thereby allowing us to use well-established angle-resolved-photoion-spectroscopy techniques [2, 4, 51]. Despite probing only a single nanoparticle each laser shot, many particles can be probed each second through the use of a high repetition-rate femtosecond laser (1 kHz in this study).
The nanoparticle aerosol is introduced into the high-vacuum chamber by an aerodynamic lens that produces a collimated beam of nanoparticles. The nanoparticle beam is crossed with a tightly focused 40 fs laser pulse that interacts with a single nanoparticle. (b) When the nanoparticle encounters a region of high laser intensity ($>10^{14}$ W/cm$^2$), it is completely transformed into a plasma that then ejects ions in all directions. (The apparent lack of ions in the center of the detector is a result of an inhomogeneous detector response.) (c) When the particle encounters a region of low laser intensity, a plasma is formed only in a localized region of the particle, and ions are ejected in a specific direction that depends on the structure, composition, and orientation of the particle. The photoions are collected by a velocity-map-imaging spectrometer and provide information about the localized electric fields in the nanoparticle. Adapted with permission from Ref. 3. ©2014 American Chemical Society

A key aspect of our approach is the use of laser intensities slightly below the plasma formation threshold of the bulk material; this creates a localized nanoplasma only within a specific region of a nanostructure. This method contrasts with previous studies [4, 38], which used laser intensities high enough to field-ionize the entire nanoparticle, creating a uniform plasma throughout the particle. Despite using laser intensities below the bulk plasma formation threshold, we do observe (localized) plasma formation in the nanoparticles. The formation of plasma at sub-threshold laser intensities occurs because of nanoscale field-enhancements, whereby the nanoparticle itself enhances the laser field in localized regions. Thus, while the average laser intensity is below the plasma formation threshold, some regions of the nanoparticle can experience light fields higher than threshold, and a plasma is formed only in these regions of the nanoparticle. The heated plasma is rapidly ejected...
outwards from the surface of the nanoparticle, producing ions with momenta that correspond to the location of the plasma in the nanoparticle. Since we record a two-dimensional image of the angular distribution of the ions using an angle-resolved imaging detector, we refer to this technique as “plasma explosion imaging”. In the following examples, we show how PEI can be used to gain insight into the unusual and unintuitive light-absorbing properties of nanomaterials with a range of compositions and morphologies.

4.2.3 Summary of findings

Using this newly developed PEI technique, we observe dramatic differences in how nanoparticles of different compositions and shapes respond to intense laser fields. Specifically, we observe subwavelength focusing in NaCl, symmetrical absorption in aggregates of TiO$_2$ particles, and highly localized light absorption in gold–dielectric hybrid nanostructures. Surprisingly, we find that we can model light absorption in this strong-field regime using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method, which has seen great success in modeling low-intensity light–nanoparticle interactions. This agreement suggests that many of the useful nanoscale optical effects that exist at low laser intensities (such as subwavelength focusing and plasmonic effects) will extend into the near-damage-threshold regime where they might be expected to breakdown. By demonstrating the nano-optical effects present at laser intensities near and above the material damage threshold, we pave the way for future developments that utilize the unique ability of nanoparticles to absorb, scatter, and focus light in the high-intensity regime.

4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Overview

A complete description of the sample preparation and experimental apparatus is found in Section B.2 (and Chapter 2) and is briefly summarized here. To perform photoion spectroscopy on isolated nanostructures, we employ an aerodynamic lens [70, 110, 111], which produces a collimated beam of nanoparticles from a nanoparticle aerosol and leaves the carrier gas divergent. A skimmer
then allows us to separate the carrier gas from the high-concentration beam of nanoparticles and thereby maintain high vacuum $1 \times 10^{-6}$ Torr in the photoion spectrometer. The particle beam is irradiated with tightly focused, intense ($\sim 3 \times 10^{13}$ W/cm$^2$), 785 nm, 40 fs laser pulses. Because of the tight focusing of the laser and the narrow width of the particle beam, the volume of the interaction region is only $\sim 10^{-7}$ cm$^3$ (see Section B.2.1). Since the particle density is $\sim 10^5$ particles/cm$^3$, only one laser shot in $\sim 100$ will hit a nanoparticle. Statistically, those pulses that do hit a nanoparticle, typically hit only one nanoparticle. The photoions produced from the laser-irradiated nanoparticles are collected by a VMI photoion spectrometer [2, 4, 5, 51, 108], which produces images of the ion momentum distribution.

To develop a broad understanding of how nanostructures of different shape and size interact with laser fields near the damage threshold, we prepared a range of nanoparticle aerosols starting with four different aqueous solutions: NaCl dissolved in water, $\sim 5$ nm TiO$_2$ nanoparticles suspended in water, 50 nm gold nanospheres suspended in water, and 17 nm gold nanospheres suspended in water. The nanoparticle aerosols were generated from the aqueous solutions using a compressed-gas atomizer, which produces droplets with an average diameter of $\sim 1$ µm. Before entering the vacuum chamber, the droplets evaporate to leave single crystals (when using a salt solution) or aggregated nanostructures (when using a colloidal solution) consisting of one or more nanoparticles. The concentration of the material in solution determines the average diameter of the crystals (or the average number of nanospheres per aggregate).

**4.3.2 Electron microscopy**

To understand the morphology of the various nanostructures, we performed transmission electron microscopy (TEM) on nonirradiated nanostructures collected at the exact point where they would be probed by the laser. The TEM images reveal that the nanostructures that emerge from the aerodynamic lens are often quite different from the structures that exist in the solution phase (Figure 4.4). The NaCl solution produces particles with an average diameter of $\sim 100$ nm (Figure 4.4a). Since crystal faces are clearly visible in many of the particles, we conclude that most of
the nanoparticles are single crystals of NaCl, consistent with previous studies of salt aerosols [112]. The TiO$_2$ particles present as 50–100 nm aggregates of $\sim$5 nm TiO$_2$ particles (Figure 4.4b). The aggregates form because many $\sim$5 nm TiO$_2$ crystals are present in a single droplet. As the droplet evaporates, the nanoparticles clump into larger aggregates.

![Figure 4.4](image)

Figure 4.4: Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of nanoparticles collected at the interaction region. (a) The aqueous NaCl solution evaporates to form single crystals. (b) The solution of TiO$_2$ nanoparticles produces 50–100 nm diameter aggregates of $\sim$5 nm particles. (c) The solution of 50 nm gold nanoparticles produces hybrid nanostructures consisting of a single gold nanoparticle (dark polygons) residing near the surface of a sphere of polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, gray circles). (d) The solution of 17 nm gold nanoparticles also generates hybrid gold–PVP nanostructures, but these nanostructures contain numerous 17 nm gold nanospheres. Adapted with permission from Ref. 3. ©2014 American Chemical Society

The morphology of the aerosol particles generated from the aqueous solutions of gold nanospheres is surprising; heterogeneous nanostructures are clearly seen in the TEM images (Figure 4.4c and d). For the solution of 50 nm gold nanospheres, the aerosol particles typically consist of one 50 nm gold nanosphere embedded near the surface of a $\sim$100 nm sphere of lower-density material. The lower-density material is polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), an organic polymer that is added to the solution
by the manufacturer in a similar concentration to that of the nanospheres and serves to keep the nanospheres dispersed in solution.

The solution of 17 nm gold nanospheres also displays a heterogeneous morphology with gold spheres embedded in PVP (Figure 4.4d). However, the number concentration of the gold nanospheres is much higher, and the aerosol particles generated from this solution often contain ten or more gold nanospheres. Thus, while the composition of the 17 nm and 50 nm gold nanospheres samples is similar in aqueous solution, the aerosol particles display starkly different morphologies. Interestingly, for both the 50 nm and 17 nm gold nanosphere samples, the gold nanospheres are almost invariably located towards the outside of the PVP nanosphere.

### 4.3.3 Photoion spectroscopy

As shown in Figure 4.3, a collimated beam of nanostructures is introduced into the VMI spectrometer via the aerodynamic lens, and individual nanostructures are probed with femtosecond laser pulses. Though the focused laser has a Gaussian intensity profile, the full-width at half-maximum is on the order of 20 µm which is very large compared to the ~100 nm dimensions of the nanostructures used in this study and means that each nanoparticle experiences a laser field that is almost perfectly homogeneous over the dimensions of the nanoparticle. When the laser intensity exceeds \( \sim 5 \times 10^{13} \text{ W/cm}^2 \), the laser delivers enough energy to create a plasma in the entire nanoparticle (Figure 4.3b). In contrast, at intensities near \( 3 \times 10^{13} \text{ W/cm}^2 \), a plasma is formed only in a small region of the particle (Figure 4.3c). Since it is these localized plasma cases that provide information about the local-field enhancement, they are the focus of this work. Creating primarily localized plasmas is achieved by keeping the laser intensity in a range such that only the most intense regions of the laser focus are capable of creating a plasma in a nanoparticle.

The mechanism for plasma formation in solid-density materials irradiated with femtosecond pulses near the damage threshold is typically described as an avalanche ionization process [113–115]. First, a few free electrons are generated through multiphoton or tunnel ionization of the material (for conductors, free electrons already exist in the material). Next, these free electrons are
driven by the strong laser field and can reach kinetic energies exceeding the ionization threshold. When an electron impacts an atom, it can remove one or more electrons through electron impact ionization. The newly liberated electrons can then cause more ionization in an avalanche process. Both the initial ionization process and the avalanche ionization process scale exponentially with laser intensity [1] and, therefore, a small increase in the laser intensity in certain regions of the nanoparticle can have a very large effect on the ionization rate, and, in turn, determine if complete breakdown of the material will occur.

Given the field-driven avalanche breakdown mechanism, it is conceivable that any ionization within the nanoparticle would create free electrons, which could then ionize neighboring atoms, initiating rapid ignition over the entire nanostructure. However, the excursion distance of a free electron driven by a 785 nm laser field at an intensity of $5 \times 10^{13}$ W/cm$^2$ is only $\sim$1 nm. In addition, we estimate the plasma temperature to be approximately 5 eV [4], which does not provide the thermal electrons enough kinetic energy to propagate more than a few nm during the laser pulse. Consequently, the free electrons cannot travel to all regions of a 100 nm nanoparticle during the duration of the laser pulse. Rather, at intensities near the damage threshold, avalanche breakdown stays localized near the region of initial ionization, which is the region that experienced the highest local field. Thus, the physical location of the localized plasma serves as a map of the locally enhanced laser field that caused the avalanche breakdown (Figure 4.5).

After the laser pulse is over (<0.1 ps), the region of localized plasma rapidly expands on the picosecond timescale, attempting to eject ions in all directions [4]. However, those ions that are launched inwards (towards the undamaged material) cannot penetrate the material (because of their low kinetic energy) and do not reach the detector. We observe only ions that are launched away from the undamaged regions of the nanostructure. As a result, we can interpret the angular features in the photoion momentum distribution as a direct result of spatial location of the localized plasma in the nanostructure. The photoelectrons can provide similar information to the photoions (Section B.3), but with somewhat less resolution due to the increased scattering of the electrons compared to the ions. Thus, we choose to study the photoions primarily. Using mass spectrometry (Section B.4),
Figure 4.5: **Photoion angular distributions (PADs) from individual nanostructures show ions ejected in different directions.** The laser propagates from left to right and is polarized in the vertical direction, although no polarization dependence is observed in this study. (a–e) The photoions from ∼100 nm NaCl crystals are ejected in the laser propagation direction, suggesting a focusing effect. (g–k) The ions from TiO$_2$ aggregates are typically centered around zero kinetic energy, indicating mostly symmetric plasma formation. (m–q) Ions from 50 nm gold nanoparticles embedded in a larger PVP sphere eject ions with directions that depend on the orientation of the nanostructure. (s–w) Photoions from 17 nm gold–PVP nanostructures eject ions in the direction opposite of the laser propagation, indicating absorption of laser energy on the front (illuminated) side of the nanoparticle. The averaged images (f,l,r,x) correspond to 70, 869, 419, and 108 particles respectively, and reveal general trends, but conceal the diversity of the individual particles, especially in the case of the 50 nm gold sample. Adapted with permission from Ref. 3. ©2014 American Chemical Society

we confirm that the photoions that reach the detector are primarily from the nanoparticles and not from other sources, such as the background gas.

For all of the nanostructure samples investigated, we observe considerable hit-to-hit variations in the photoion angular distributions (Figure 4.5), reflecting the differences in the shape, composition, and orientation of the particles. Despite the hit-to-hit variations, we can easily spot general trends in the direction of ion ejection in the four samples presented here. These trends are summarized in Figure 4.5, and confirmed via the center-of-mass distributions presented in Figure 4.6. To understand
the physical origin of the localized light absorption in each nanostructure, FDTD methods were used to simulate the interaction of 785 nm femtosecond pulses with the nanomaterials (Figure 4.7 and Section B.2).

Figure 4.6: Position of the center of mass (CoM) of each PAD for the various nanoparticle samples. The position of each dot indicates the CoM of the photoion distributions and larger sizes correspond to higher ion yield. (a) NaCl particles act as lenses, focusing the light onto the backside of the particle and ejecting ions primarily in the laser propagation direction. (b) TiO$_2$ undergoes plasma formation over the entire particle, generating plasma explosions that are largely symmetric about zero kinetic energy. (c) The 50 nm gold nanosphere samples produces composite nanostructures consisting of gold nanospheres embedded in a dielectric material. A plasma is preferentially formed in the gold nanosphere and explodes outward, ejecting ions in a direction that depends on the orientation of the nanostructure, but not on the laser polarization or propagation directions. (d) The 17 nm gold nanosphere sample forms aggregate nanostructures consisting of many gold nanospheres that absorb mainly on the illuminated face and eject ions opposite the direction of laser propagation. Adapted with permission from Ref. 3. ©2014 American Chemical Society
4.4 Case studies of nanoscale light enhancement

4.4.1 NaCl crystals: nanofocusing in dielectric nanomaterials

In the case of the ∼100 nm NaCl crystals, ion ejection is observed almost exclusively in the forward direction, i.e., the direction of laser propagation (Figures 4.5a and 4.6a). This effect is the opposite of what is expected for an opaque macroscopic object, which would absorb light primarily...
on the illuminated side and eject material back towards the laser. It is also different from what is expected at laser intensities well above the damage threshold, where the high electron densities would cause the resulting plasma to act like a metal, again absorbing energy on the surface facing the laser. Instead, we observe that a \(~100\) nm NaCl crystal acts like a lens, focusing the light onto itself and forming a plasma on the back side. Of course, strictly speaking, we cannot apply the term focusing in this case, since geometric optics does not describe the interaction of light with objects smaller than the wavelength. However, numerous studies of photonic nanojets [116–120] have confirmed the ability of nanoparticles to concentrate visible light on length scales far smaller than the wavelength, a phenomenon referred to as subwavelength focusing.

Indeed, our FDTD simulations confirm the subwavelength focusing of the NaCl particles, revealing a \(\sim 10\)% increase of the light intensity on the backside of the particle compared to the front side (Figure 4.7a). While this increase is relatively modest compared to the intense lensing observed in micron-sized dielectric particles [117], our experiment is operated in a regime very close to the threshold for plasma formation, and a small increase in intensity can have dramatic effects on the highly nonlinear plasma formation process.

4.4.2 TiO\(_2\) nanoclusters: light interaction with a particle ensemble

The overall size of the TiO\(_2\) aggregates is similar to the NaCl crystals (both are \(~100\) nm in diameter). However, in contrast to NaCl, the ion ejection from the TiO\(_2\) particles is generally symmetric about zero kinetic energy (Figures 4.5b and 4.6b). This effect cannot be explained by a difference in the material properties, because both TiO\(_2\) and NaCl are transparent materials with a bandgap larger than the photon energy. Given this similarity, one would expect TiO\(_2\) to exhibit the same subwavelength focusing that takes place in NaCl. The different response must then be due to the fact that the large TiO\(_2\) aggregates are composed of many \(~5\) nm crystals instead of a single large crystal. Our FDTD simulations (Figure 4.7b) reveal considerable enhancement of the electric field between the 5 nm TiO\(_2\) nanoparticles, but show no preference for the front or back of the 100 nm aggregate. There are two effects that cause the lack of focusing in the TiO\(_2\) aggregates.
First, the strong enhancement between adjacent ∼5 nm TiO$_2$ particles likely overpowers any small focusing effect that is seen within the TiO$_2$ particles. Second, the TiO$_2$ particles are significantly smaller than the NaCl nanoparticles (5 nm versus 100 nm diameter) and therefore they are further from the regime of geometric optics and will experience a more homogeneous internal field. Thus, by simply changing from a single crystal to a similarly sized aggregate of smaller particles, we can completely change the light absorption properties of the material, even at a scale much smaller than the wavelength of the light.

### 4.4.3 50 nm gold nanoparticles: field enhancement at the surface

The gold–nanosphere–dielectric hybrid nanostructures are of particular interest, because the 50 nm and 17 nm gold nanoparticle samples are identical in chemical composition but exhibit vastly different properties because of their different morphologies. For 50 nm gold nanostructures, the ion explosions are directional, but the direction is random with respect to the laser (Figures 4.5c and 4.6c). Explosions were observed in the direction of laser propagation, in the opposite direction, and in orthogonal directions, all with equal probability. Thus, the direction of the explosion is not set by the laser, but by the spatial orientation of the nanostructure.

Gold nanoparticles are well known to enhance the electric field at their surface [116, 121–123], and this enhancement likely ignites the plasma formation process in the vicinity of the gold nanosphere. Additionally, being metal, the gold particles already have conduction band electrons, which are freely driven by the laser and absorb energy through collisions with the ions. Thus, the heating of the gold nanosphere will begin before the laser pulse has reached maximum intensity, in contrast to the PVP, which must be ionized before it can strongly absorb energy from the laser pulse. Both of these effects lead to a strong absorption of laser energy in the immediate vicinity of the gold nanosphere, which leads to a localized plasma formation. This localized plasma creates a directional ion ejection in a direction set by the orientation of the nanostructure. This rationalization is confirmed by the FDTD simulations (Figure 4.7c), which reveal that the laser field is enhanced by more than 200% near the surface of the gold nanoparticle.
4.4.4 17 nm gold nanospheres: asymmetric hot-spots

Interestingly, the 17-nm-gold–PVP hybrid nanostructures display completely different behavior than 50 nm gold nanostructures; for the 17 nm sample, the ions are ejected primarily in the backwards (opposite of the laser propagation) direction (Figures 4.5d and 4.6d). The difference stems from the fact that the 50 nm sample produces nanoparticles that contain only one gold nanosphere, while the 17 nm sample produces PVP nanoparticles that contain numerous 17 nm gold spheres. Since the 17 nm spheres are located in close proximity to one another (Figure 4.3d), the electric field can be enhanced by nearly an order of magnitude in the regions between the gold nanospheres (Figure 4.7d). It is likely that the plasma formation takes place in the PVP in the electric field hot spots [124] between the gold nanoparticles. The FDTD calculations reveal that these hot spots are most pronounced on the illuminated side of the aggregate, suggesting that plasma will preferentially form on this face of the particle. In analogy to geometric optics, it appears that the gold nanoparticles on the illuminated side are blocking the light from reaching the back side of the particle.

4.5 Future directions

In this study we focused on laser intensities near the ablation threshold and, consequently, we were able to successfully simulate the laser ablation process using numerical methods that ignore the changes in the material properties that take place at high laser intensities such as the nonlinear refractive index or the excitation of charge carriers to the conduction band. It is likely that such effects begin to dominate as the laser intensity is increased. Future studies could utilize the plasma explosion imaging technique to search for these nonlinear effects at laser intensities well above the plasma formation threshold. Indeed, a close examination of Figure 4.3b reveals that, while the high-intensity explosion of the nanoparticle ejects ions in all directions, it is not completely homogeneous. Thus, the plasma explosion imaging method can likely provide information about laser–nanoparticle interactions at intensities well above the damage threshold.
4.6 Summary

We have demonstrated a new technique called plasma explosion imaging, where we use strong femtosecond laser fields to create a localized plasma within isolated nanoparticles and use the momentum of the ejected ions to infer the location of this plasma within individual nanoparticles. The location of the plasma indicates where the electric fields are enhanced in the particle and provides a map of the nanoscale light absorption at laser intensities near the damage threshold. We apply this novel method to observing sub-wavelength focusing in NaCl, symmetric plasma formation in TiO$_2$ clusters, and highly localized plasma formation in gold–dielectric hybrid nanostructures. Figure 4.8 presents a summary of the different light absorption mechanisms observed in the various nanostructures. In the future, this method can be easily extended to more complex nanostructures and higher laser intensities, providing further insight into the interaction of strong laser fields with nanomaterials.

Figure 4.8: **Summary of nanoscale light absorption revealed through PEI.** While all particles presented here have similar diameters (~100 nm), they absorb light in different ways, form a localized plasma in different locations, and exhibit different characteristic photoion distributions, which indicate the light absorption mechanism for a single isolated nanoparticle. Adapted with permission from Ref. 3. ©2014 American Chemical Society
Chapter 5

Shock Waves in Nanoplasma

This chapter is adapted, with permission, from:


Figure 5.1: **Illustration of laser-driven shock wave in a nanoplasma.** A beam of ~100 nm NaCl crystals is crossed by two laser pulses (400 nm and 800 nm). The first pulse forms a nanoplasma and the second drives a shock wave through the nanoplasma.
5.1 Abstract

In a novel experiment that images the momentum distribution of individual, isolated 100-nm-scale plasmas, we make the first experimental observation of shock waves in nanoplasmas. We demonstrate that the introduction of a “heating” pulse prior to the main laser pulse increases the intensity of the shock wave, producing a strong burst of quasi-monochromatic ions with an energy spread of less than 15%. Numerical hydrodynamic calculations confirm the appearance of accelerating shock waves, and provide a mechanism for the generation and control of these shock waves. This observation of distinct shock waves in dense plasmas enables the control, study, and exploitation of nanoscale shock phenomena with tabletop-scale lasers.

5.2 Introduction

Nanoscale plasmas (nanoplasmas) offer enhanced laser absorption compared to solid or gas targets [37], enabling high-energy physics with table-top-scale lasers. Indeed, previous experimental studies have observed the production of high-energy ions [38], and even nuclear fusion [39] in laser-irradiated nanoplasmas. For more than a decade, theoretical studies have predicted that shock waves can be generated in nanoplasmas, and that these nanoplasma shock waves might allow for the practical generation of quasi-monoenergetic high-energy ions, neutrons from fusion processes, or ultrafast X-ray bursts [40–42].

In an analytical study, Kaplan, Dubetsky, and Shkolnikov [40] find that shocks should be a common phenomenon in expanding nanoplasmas, requiring only a plasma density distribution that is highest in the center and decays smoothly towards the edges. Similarly, Peano et al. [41, 125] used numerical simulations to show that the density profile of the precursor nanoplasma would dictate the properties of the shock. In particular, they demonstrated that a weak laser pulse could be used to shape the density profile so that a second, stronger laser pulse could produce more intense shock waves. However, until this work, nanoplasma shock waves have eluded experimental observation.

In contrast to the theoretical studies, which model a single nanoplasma, previous experimental
studies of nanoplasmas [38, 126] used laser focal volumes that contained many particles, thereby simultaneously irradiating nanoparticles of different sizes and with different laser intensities. As we show in this work, the kinetic energy of the shock wave depends on the plasma size and the laser intensity. Thus, studies that probe many nanoparticles simultaneously would create an ensemble of shock waves with different kinetic energies, thereby obscuring their identification as shocks.

In this chapter, by imaging individual laser-irradiated nanoparticles, we remove the size and intensity averaging present in previous studies, which allows us to clearly observe nanoscale plasma shock waves. Furthermore, we demonstrate that these shock waves can be controlled by using a laser pulse to shape the plasma density profile. Finally, we present hydrodynamic simulations that provide a mechanism for the generation and control of shock waves in nanoplasma.

5.3 Experiment

Our observation of shock waves in nanoplasma is enabled by a unique experiment (Figure 5.2) that can detect photoions from the nanoplasma generated from a single laser-irradiated nanoparticle. Nanocrystals of NaCl, KCl, KI, or NH₄NO₃ with diameters of ∼100 nm are created using a compressed-gas atomizer and introduced into the vacuum chamber using an aerodynamic lens. A plasma is formed via illumination of a particle with a tightly focused 40-fs laser pulse (wavelength of either 400 nm or 800 nm) with an intensity that is adjusted between $3 \times 10^{13}$ and $4 \times 10^{14}$ W/cm². The angle-resolved energy distribution of the ions created by the expanding nanoplasma is recorded using a velocity-map-imaging (VMI) photoion spectrometer [2, 5, 51, 127] that records a two-dimensional projection of the photoion angular distribution (PAD).

Because the laser focal spot is small compared to the spacing between the nanoparticles, we probe, on average, one nanoplasma every 40 laser-shots (see Section 2.4.5). In all laser-irradiated nanoparticle experiments, each nanoparticle will experience a different laser intensity depending on where it is located in the laser focus, which leads to intensity averaging effects if each PAD contains ions from many nanoparticles, as was the case in previous nanoplasma studies [38, 114, 128]. However, in this experiment, each PAD corresponds to a single particle and, although the
Figure 5.2: **Apparatus for imaging shock waves in individual nanoplasmas.** An aerodynamic lens focuses nanoparticles into a high-vacuum chamber where they are irradiated by a series of two time-delayed laser pulses. The first pulse creates an expanding nanoplasma, while the second pulse further heats the plasma, causing a pressure increase, which leads to shock wave formation. The resulting photoion momentum distribution is projected onto a microchannel-plate detector using three electrodes in a velocity-map-imaging geometry [51]. Art by Brad Baxley, JILA. Adapted with permission from Ref. 4. ©2014 American Physical Society

Intensity cannot be precisely controlled for each particle, no intensity averaging takes place within a single PAD. This allows for the observation of previously undiscovered physical processes, even those that are exquisitely sensitive to laser intensity, particle size, or particle composition.

### 5.4 Results and Discussion

In our experiment, when the peak laser intensity is below $5 \times 10^{13}$ W/cm$^2$, the PADs contain only 100 or fewer ions, corresponding to the ionization of the residual N$_2$ and H$_2$O gas that flows with the particles through the aerodynamic lens. However, when the laser intensity is increased above $\sim 5 \times 10^{13}$ W/cm$^2$, we observe some PADs that contain more than $10^4$ ions, indicating plasma formation in a single nanoparticle (Figure C.3). Indeed, in this intensity regime, solid nanoparticles are rapidly ($<1$ ps) converted into dense nanoplasmas through the following mechanism [113–115]. First, the strong laser field causes some of the atoms to ionize through tunnel ionization [126], liberating about one electron per atom within a few tens of femtoseconds [1]. These free electrons...
are accelerated by the strong laser field and then drive further rapid ionization through electron impact ionization [114]. The electrons continue to be driven by the laser field and absorb energy through collisions with the ions [129], reaching high temperatures.

When the laser intensity is increased above $\sim 1 \times 10^{14}$ W/cm$^2$, shock waves appear in approximately 10% of the nanoparticle PADs (Figures 5.3 and C.3). Each shock wave manifests as a sharp ridge on top of a broad photoion distribution. The ion kinetic energy of each shock ranges from 15 eV/$Z$ to 50 eV/$Z$, where $Z$ is the charge state of the positive ion. However, each individual shock is quasi-monoenergetic, with an energy spread of less than 15% (Figure 5.3b).

![Experimental observation of shock waves in individual nanoplasmamas.](image)

Figure 5.3: Experimental observation of shock waves in individual nanoplasmamas. (a) The photoion angular distribution (PAD) from a single NH$_4$NO$_3$ nanoparticle irradiated with a pulse of 400 nm light followed by pulse of 800 nm light typically displays a broad ion distribution. Here the laser propagates in the z-direction (right-to-left) and is linearly polarized in the x-direction. The angular features are due to the inhomogeneous response of the imaging detector. (b) If the particle size, laser intensity, and laser pulse time-delay are tuned appropriately, a sharp shock wave (orange and yellow) appears in addition to the broad ion distribution. (c) The radial energy distribution of the typical nanoplasma explosion can be fit by a single broad Gaussian function. (d) The shock wave manifests as an additional sharp peak, which can be fit by a second Gaussian function with a narrow energy spread. Adapted with permission from Ref. 4. ©2014 American Physical Society
The formation of the shock waves is sensitive to both the physical size and chemical composition of the particle. We observe that larger nanoparticles are more likely to create shock waves (Figure C.2), which can be explained by the fact that larger nanoplasmas absorb more energy from the laser field [37]. Using a single laser pulse, shocks are observed in a variety of compounds, including KI, NaCl, and KCl, and the threshold laser intensity required to create shocks scales roughly with the ionization potential of the compounds (Figure C.3), as expected for the onset of tunnel ionization [1], and in agreement with the relative ionization yields observed in single-particle mass spectroscopy experiments [130]. For NH$_4$NO$_3$, the compound with the highest ionization potential in this study, no shocks are observed in the single-pulse experiment (Figure 5.3), making it the ideal example case for demonstrating the two-pulse shock generation scheme.

Two laser pulses with an appropriate relative time delay can be used to create shock waves in all of the nanoparticles investigated in this study, including NH$_4$NO$_3$. The likelihood of shock formation depends critically on the time delay between the first and second pulses. The minimal time delay for shock creation coincides with the peak in the total photoion yield, which occurs around 7 ps (Figure 5.4a). Similarly, the maximum time delay for shock production occurs near 45 ps, corresponding to the end of the enhanced ion yield. Previous studies [128, 131] observed a similar dependence of the photoion yield on time delay during the two-pulse irradiation of nanoparticles (although they did not observe shocks) and attributed this behavior to the increased absorption of the second laser pulse caused by the expansion of the plasma following the first laser pulse.

The expansion of our nanoplasma into the vacuum is significantly slower than previous studies due to the large size of the nanoparticles and can be estimated using the ion sound speed [126]

$$v_{\text{expand}} = \sqrt{\frac{ZkT_e}{m_i}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

where $Z$ is the charge of the ions, $m_i$ is the mass of the ions, and $kT_e$ is the electron temperature of the plasma. A 100 nm diameter particle composed of N$^+$ ions (mass of 14 Da each) with a temperature of 10 eV would double in size in 6 ps, in good agreement with the 7 ps delay for shock wave formation.
Figure 5.4: Control of shock wave formation using two laser pulses. (a) Each dot indicates a single nanoplasma explosion of an individual NH$_4$NO$_3$ nanoparticle as a function of the delay between the 400 nm and 800 nm laser pulses. The first pulse forms a slowly expanding nanoplasma, and the second pulse causes a rapid pressure increase inside of the nanoplasma, which leads to the formation of a shock wave. When the delay between the two pulses is greater than 7 ps, shock waves are formed. The ion yield is higher when the 400 nm pulse precedes the 800 nm pulse because the 800 nm pulse is more effective at heating the expanded nanoplasma. (b) As the relative time delay between the laser pulses is increased, the shocks become more pronounced. For comparison purposes, we display shocks with energies $\sim$50 eV, though the shocks from different nanoparticles range between $\sim$15 and 50 eV. Adapted from [4]. ©2014 American Physical Society

After the nanoparticle is irradiated by the first laser pulse, the resulting plasma expands, and its density assumes a radial profile that decays smoothly into vacuum. Energy absorption peaks when the electron density of the plasma is near the critical density [126, 132], the density at which electrons in the plasma are driven resonantly by the laser field. As the plasma expands, the volume of plasma near the critical density expands, enhancing energy absorption. Eventually, the entire nanoplasma drops below the critical density and light absorption is diminished. Thus, the arrival time of the second pulse relative to the first determines the amount of energy absorbed. The similar timescale of ion yield enhancement and shock formation suggests that the two effects share a common mechanism: the expansion of the plasma between the first and the second pulses is crucial for the formation of shocks in the two-pulse experiment.

The time delay between the laser pulses not only determines the presence of shocks, but also determines the fraction of ions that become part of the shock wave. The shocks produced with time
delays of \( \sim 10 \text{ ps} \) involve a small fraction of the ions, while the shock generated using time delays of \( > 15 \text{ ps} \) contain a much larger fraction of the total ions (Figures 5.4b and C.4). This indicates that the first pulse is shaping the plasma density to achieve a density profile that is better optimized for shock wave propagation and generation of quasi-monoenergetic ions. Thus, this demonstrates that it is possible to control shock waves in plasmas by actively sculpting the plasma density profile using a femtosecond laser pulse.

### 5.5 Hydrodynamic Simulations

To investigate the mechanism for shock formation we employ numerical hydrodynamic simulations using the radiation hydrodynamics code HYDRA [133]. Complete simulations details are discussed in Section C.6. In brief, we simulate the interaction of two time-delayed laser pulses (each with an intensity of \( 4.9 \times 10^{14} \text{ W/cm}^2 \) with a 100 nm diameter nanoparticle composed of NaCl. A prominent shock waves is observed for time delays between 5 and 35 ps (Figures 5.5 and C.5). In addition, the hydrodynamic simulations accurately reproduce measured ion kinetic energies. The good agreement between simulated and observed ion energies indicates that the hydrodynamic calculations capture of the physics of the plasma expansion.

The hydrodynamic calculations suggest a simple mechanism for shock formation (Figure 5.5). After the first pulse expands the cluster, the second laser pulse is absorbed in a relatively thin shell at the critical density (Figure 5.5a). The resultant heating produces a localized pressure increase that drives material away from the absorption region (Figure 5.5b). This shock wave reflects from the center of the plasma, resulting in a population of high-velocity ions at small radius (Figure 5.5b). These ions drive an outward-moving shock (Figure 5.5c), and the associated density increase produces a peak in the ion kinetic energy distribution (Figure 5.5d). The energy of the shock is determined both by the energy imparted by the laser and the work required for the high-velocity ions to accelerate the material ahead of them as they move to large radius. Similar to previous theoretical predictions [40, 42, 134] of shock formation in the Coulomb explosion of small clusters, the shock formation occurs when faster particles towards the interior of the plasma overrun slower
Figure 5.5: The mechanism for two-pulse shock wave formation, as revealed by numerical hydrodynamics simulations using HYDRA [133]. (a) The first laser pulse creates a plasma, which expands into the surrounding vacuum. A small single-pulse shock wave can be seen near 230 nm. Near 270 nm, energy from the second laser pulse is preferentially absorbed (red shaded region) in a layer just below the critical density ($n_c = 1.7 \times 10^{21} \text{cm}^{-3}$ at 800 nm). (b) The heating from the second laser pulse creates a pressure wave that moves inwards, reflects from the center, and then moves outwards. (c) The pressure wave moves outwards supersonically and accelerates slower material in front of it, creating a shock wave, which is seen as a small step in the ion density distribution. (d) In the kinetic energy distribution of the ions, the shock wave is a sharp peak which is accelerated by the pressure gradient, eventually settling at a final kinetic energy of a few 10s of eV after $\sim 100$ ps. It is this asymptotic kinetic energy distribution that is recorded by the spectrometer in the experiment. In this simulation, both laser pulses are modeled as 50 fs, 800 nm pulses with intensities of $4.9 \times 10^{14} \text{W/cm}^2$. Adapted with permission from Ref. 4. ©2014 American Physical Society

However, in this case, the velocity differential is caused by the preferential absorption of light near the critical density, which creates a ridge of high pressure. In contrast to studies conducted in the Coulomb explosion regime, where the shock is formed on the timescale of 100 fs, the shocks in these hydrodynamic explosions take $\sim 50$ ps to form.

Interestingly, the hydrodynamic simulations show a shock wave that accelerates as it moves...
outwards (Figure 5.5c), which is most easily seen by the temporal increase in energy of the peak in the ion distribution (Figure 5.5d). In the simulations, the shock velocity increases by more than twofold during this acceleration period. The mechanism for such shock acceleration is well known, and stems from the radially decreasing density profile in the background plasma. In the classic Sedov-Taylor–Waxman-Shvarts [135] analysis of the problem, acceleration is seen for steep density gradients. Simple dimensional analysis scaling laws [136], which describe the asymptotic behavior of the shock, are in good agreement with the simulated shock acceleration once we account for the fact that our plasma density is rapidly decreasing with time. Accelerating shock waves are of great interest in astrophysics and, consequently, experiments have been proposed to investigate such shocks in the laboratory setting [137]. We believe that this study is the first realization of such an experiment and could serve as a versatile platform for studying shocks propagating through customizable density gradients.

5.6 Conclusion

Here we presented the first measurements of individual nanoplasmas, demonstrating a new method for studying laser-plasma interactions, which can be implemented using a tabletop apparatus and at a high repetition rate. By characterizing the momentum distribution of individual nanoplasmas, we make the first observation of plasma shock waves on the nanometer scale, confirming a decade of theoretical predictions [40, 42, 134]. By adjusting the time delay between two laser pulses, the creation and strength of the shock wave was varied in a controllable manner. Furthermore, because these shocks are produced in plasmas with temperatures of just \(~10\ eV\), this experiment potentially enables a compact, inexpensive method for studying a relatively unexplored regime of low-temperature nanoplasmas.
Chapter 6

Conclusion and outlook

Science is what we understand well enough to explain to a computer.
Art is everything else we do. –Donald Knuth

6.1 Overview

This section summarizes the work presented in this thesis, provides an outlook for future work that can expand on the presented results, and provides a brief summary of new research directions that will be pursued. First, Section 6.2 summarizes each of the three main experiments and provides ideas for future experiments that could expand upon each of these results. Section 6.3 provides a brief description of several new experiments that are in the process of being constructed and could serve as fruitful avenues for future research.

6.2 Outlook

6.2.1 Strong-field ionization of gas-phase atoms and molecules

Chapter 3 demonstrated how changing the wavelength of the driving laser can provide new insight, even when using a “classic” experimental technique. In the presented study, the mid-IR driving lasers provided a clear picture of electron dynamics in the continuum, in good analogy to the higher-energy HHG that is also enabled with mid-IR driving lasers. The discovery of new physics using mid-IR driving lasers in the VMI suggests that using a VMI to study the strong-field ionization process will continue to yield breakthroughs as long as the parameter space continues to
be expanded.

The most obvious extension of the study would be to increase the wavelength of the driving laser to greater than 2.0 \(\mu\text{m}\) and see if additional features appear in the photoelectron spectrum. While driving laser wavelengths up to 7 \(\mu\text{m}\) [85, 138] have been explored, many of these were completed with low laser intensities and with species exhibiting exceptionally low ionization potentials, such as metastable xenon species [85]. Neutral atoms have been probed using driving laser wavelengths up to 3.7 \(\mu\text{m}\) [86], but only one-dimensional photoelectron spectra have been collected. High-quality angle-resolved photoelectron images using driving laser wavelengths longer than 2.0 \(\mu\text{m}\) are still lacking. It is possible that in the near future, the high-repetition rate optical parametric chirped pulse amplifier (OPCPA) that is in development in a collaboration between the Kapteyn–Murnane Group and KMLabs will provide sufficient pulse energies for strong-field ionization at 3.0 \(\mu\text{m}\) [139].

In addition to simply changing the wavelength of the driving laser, the polarization can also be changed to provide insight into different physics. Recently, the generation of circularly polarized XUV light from the HHG process has been accomplished through the mixing of counter-rotating circularly polarized 400 nm and 800 nm laser fields [140–142], thus demonstrating the importance of unusual polarization states of the driving laser for the HHG process. The laser field that results from the mixing of the circularly polarized 400 nm and 800 nm light (Figure 6.1) drives electrons two-dimensional trajectories [140, 143, 144], which opens the exciting possibility that the angle of electron tunneling and the angle of electron rescattering/recombination may be separated, allowing for the extraction of molecular structure using either HHG or SFI. Indeed, in a forthcoming publication [6], we demonstrate that two-color circularly polarized fields can enable electron recattering when the fields are counter-rotating, but not when the fields are co-rotating.

In addition, more careful collection, analysis, and interpretation of PADs resulting from the strong-field ionization using previously explored wavelengths can continue to yield insight. For example, while Chapter 3 discusses the low energy structure (LES), more recent studies have identified two additional structures: the very low energy structure (VLES) and the zero energy structure (ZES, which is not actually at zero kinetic energy) and attributed them to more complicated processes in-
volving the motion of electrons under the influence of the Coulomb potential of the ion [145–147].
Also, new analysis techniques have revealed that molecular structure information can be extracted
even from one-dimensional photoelectron spectra using mid-IR driving lasers [29]. Exciting developments such as these demonstrate that the field of strong field ionization is far from being completely understood and will likely produce exciting insights for many years to come.

6.2.2 Plasma Explosion Imaging

Chapter 4 discusses the development of the Plasma Explosion Imaging (PEI) technique and
applies it to four representative nanostructures. The obvious follow-up experiment would be to apply the PEI method to many more nanostructures and see how the results change. Additionally, the experiments could be completed in a time-resolved fashion, where a pump pulse is used to create a change in the geometry of optical properties of the material. This technique could potentially evaluate the evolution of the linear and nonlinear optical properties of the material on the femtosecond timescale.
6.2.3 Shock waves

The primary question posed by the study of shock waves in nanoplasmas presented in Chapter 5 is how the physics would scale with the laser intensity, and if higher intensity lasers could be used to generate very high energy ions, as was seen with smaller nanoplasmas [38] and proposed theoretically [41, 42]. While the laser intensity can easily be increased, the difficulty is that our VMI cannot observe electrons past $\sim 100$ eV and even the “highest energy” VMI cannot work past 330 eV [148]. Thus, studies that attempt to observe higher energy shock waves from nanoplasmas will need to use other techniques such as time-of-flight. However, time-of-flight provides a different mapping of kinetic energy and ion mass, and it might make the shock wave more difficult to observe.

An alternative method for understanding all manners of phenomena is to probe the plasma with high-energy photons. While visible and even ultraviolet light is generally not high-energy enough to penetrate into a dense plasma, EUV and X-ray photons are above the plasma frequency and can penetrate into a nanoplasmas. A 2014 theory paper by Peltz and coworkers [149] indicates that time-resolved X-ray scattering experiments will provide new insight into nanoplasmas.

Another important question for determining if nanoplasma shock waves will be a practical source of electrons, ions, and photons is if the shock wave can be made directional. In Chapter 5, the shocks are largely spherically symmetric, ejecting ions in all directions. However, some asymmetry is still seen in the directionality of the shock wave, suggesting that it may be possible to control the direction of high-energy ion ejection by controlling the characteristics of the particle from which the plasma is formed. It is possible that the principles that control the directional ion ejection in PEI will carry over to the shock-wave formation regime. For example, it may be possible to use specially shaped micro or nanoscale structures to ensure that a shock wave primarily ejects ions in a specific direction.
6.3 Future Directions

In the following sections I provide an outline of a few of the future experiments that are planned for the VMI spectrometer and the nanoparticle aerosol source.

6.3.1 Extreme ultraviolet probe of nanomaterials

When the idea to study nanoparticles using a VMI at JILA was first conceived, the goal was to attempt to image the exciton orbitals of quantum dots (QDs). These orbitals are called the 1S, 1P, etc. orbitals and there is an open question of what symmetry the photoelectron distribution will have when ionizing from these states. In Ref. 5, we used 400 nm light to excite a 1S exciton in CdSe QDs and 267 nm light to liberate the excited electron. However, in these experiments there was an overwhelming amount of secondary electrons and these obscured the primary photoelectrons, which were also at low kinetic energies. The same problem is encountered in photoemission from surfaces and the solution is to move to higher photon energy light sources, in the EUV. The EUV light does not cut down on secondary electron emission, but it does move the primary electrons to much higher kinetic energies so that they may be distinguished from the secondary electrons. Thus, with the hope of providing a clear picture of the exciton orbitals in quantum dots, we are now using EUV light from HHG as a probe for the photoelectron spectroscopy experiment.

Moving to a HHG source has several disadvantages – the primary one being the low flux – but offers several important advantages that may lead to breakthrough results. First, as mentioned above, XUV light is extremely surface sensitive, since electrons that are excited below the surface will likely scatter and not emerge as primary electrons. This is a curse and a blessing, because it dramatically decreases the photoelectron yield compared to lower photon energies, but it allows us to study processes on surfaces. Most importantly, the light generated using the HHG process constitutes some of the shortest laser pulses ever generated. Generating isolated attosecond pulses typically requires mid-IR driving lasers [32], but at driving laser wavelengths in the visible and near-IR, the attosecond pulse trains are locked to the phase of the driving laser. Due to this phenomena,
sub-femtosecond processes can be studied even when the overall duration of the pulse train is many femtoseconds.

### 6.3.2 Magnetron sputtering nanoparticle source

As mentioned in Section 2.4.1, the atomizer generates nanoparticles that have a layer of contamination dictated by the purity of the solvent. Even for the most pure solvents available, the nanoparticles are still covered by many atomic layers of contamination at a minimum. Since the EUV light is a surface sensitive probe, it is not meaningful to study atomizer-generated nanoparticles using EUV light. Consequently, we are exploring alternative methods of introducing isolated nanoparticles into the spectrometer. One possible method would be electrospray ionization, where a high voltage is used to atomize a liquid solution of nanoparticles into the vacuum. While electrospray has been highly successful at obtaining high-purity molecules and nanoparticles into a vacuum, the particles are charged, preventing the study of neutral nanoparticles.

Currently, the most promising method for introducing a stream of high-purity nanoparticles in the VMI spectrometer appears to be a Haberland-type magnetron-sputtering nanoparticle source (Figure 6.2). This device utilizes a traditional DC magnetron sputtering target, which produces free atoms from bulk material using a magnetically confined plasma. While a typical magnetron sputtering source produces the atoms directly into a high-vacuum chamber where they are used to produce thin-film coatings, a Haberland-type nanoparticle source places the magnetron source in a chamber with \(~1\) Torr argon gas, which extends for a few inches before incorporating an orifice into a high-vacuum chamber. As the atomic vapor traverses the argon-filled chamber, the atoms aggregate into nanoparticles and the size of the nanoparticles depends on the pressure of gas in the chamber and the length of the interaction region. After exiting into the high vacuum chamber, the aggregation stops and a freely expanding source of ultra-pure nanoparticles is achieved in high-vacuum conditions. Some of the nanoparticles are charged, but a significant fraction are neutral.

The magnetron sputtering source offers several additional advantages in addition to the purity of
Figure 6.2: **Schematic of the NanoGen50.** The device uses the DC magnetron sputtering technique to transform a pure solid target (semiconductor or metal) into an atomic vapor. As the atoms pass through the condensation zone, they aggregate into nanoparticles, which then pass through the exit orifice and into the VMI spectrometer. ©2014 Mantis Deposition, used with permission.

the nanoparticles. It offers smaller nanoparticles, higher nanoparticle concentrations, better stability, and automated control over the particle size and parameters. Regarding the smaller size of the nanoparticles, the magnetron sputtering nanoparticle source can generate particles with diameters ranging from 2 to 20 nm, in contrast to the atomizer that has difficulty producing nanoparticles below 100 nm without serious contamination issues. The 2 to 20 nm size regime is much more interesting than the 100s of nm size regime because it is in the sizes of a few nm where most materials transition from atomic or cluster-like behavior to bulk behavior. Indeed, most QDs have sizes that are between 2 and 10 nm.

The concentration of the nanoparticle beam is also higher for the magnetron sputtering source, with the caveat that the source is divergent and therefore the particle concentration depends on the distance between the source and the interaction region. We estimate that the particle concentration at the exit of a commercial magnetron sputtering nanoparticle source (NanoGen50, Mantis Deposition, Figure 6.2) is approximately $10^9$ particles/cm$^3$ and that the device can be arranged to bring
$10^7$ particles/cm$^3$ to the interaction region of the VMI spectrometer. It may be possible to couple the magnetron sputtering nanoparticle source to an aerodynamic lens and generate a collimated nanoparticle beam, thereby increasing the particle concentration in the interaction region. However, an aerodynamic lens that is specially designed for the smaller particles generated by the magnetron sputtering source would be required.

### 6.4 Conclusion

This thesis described how velocity map imaging photoelectron and photoion spectroscopy can be extended to study a wide variety of phenomena, including strong-field electron dynamics in atoms, local field enhancement in single, isolated nanoparticles, and shock wave propagation in nanoplastmas. Specifically, several important developments were highlighted, including

- The first observation of the “inner spider” structures in strong-field ionization. (Chapter 3).

- The development of an intuitive model (the plane-spherical wave model) that can explain the most prominent interference structures observed in the strong-field ionization of atoms and molecules (Chapter 3).

- The realization that a VMI spectrometer can be used to probe individual nanoparticles at a high repetition rate (Chapters 4 and 5).

- The invention of a new technique for observing the local-field enhancement in nanostructures called plasma explosion imaging (Chapter 4).

- The first observation of shock waves in nanoscale plasmas, a discovery that confirmed a decade of theoretical work (Chapter 5).

- The presentation of a clear path towards the experimental observation of attosecond dynamics in isolated, ultrapure metal and semiconductor nanocrystals (Chapter 6).

These results presented in this thesis answered many questions (for instance, they explained the origin of the famous “low energy structure” [86] and confirmed the 2003 prediction of shock
waves in nanoplasmas [40]) but they posed more questions, including the feasibility of utilizing the nanoplasma shock waves to accelerate high-energy ions, the applicability of the PEI technique to other laser-intensity regimes, and the scaling of the inner-spider structures with longer wavelength driving lasers. Future studies at JILA will extend these new techniques to utilize HHG as an XUV light source and use small, ultra-pure nanoparticles generated in vacuum to make the measurements of electron dynamics in nanoparticles on the attosecond timescale.
Appendix A

Multiple Scattering Structures Appendix

This chapter is adapted, with permission, from the Supplemental Material for:


A.1 Overview

This appendix provides additional details about the multiple scattering structures described in Chapter 3 that result from the strong-field ionization of noble gases with strong femtosecond laser pulses in the mid-IR region. Section A.2 describes the implementation of the PSW model, Section A.3 explains the analysis of the classical trajectories that is used to calculate the modulation frequency of the plane and spherical waves, Section A.4 elaborates on the method used to extract the multiple rescattering cutoffs from the experimental data, and Section A.5 discusses the dependence of the TDSE results on the laser intensity.

A.2 Details of the Plane-Spherical Wave Model

In the plane-spherical wave model, we aim to reproduce the angle and spacing of the spider structures from first principles using a simple superposition of two waves. We represent the part of
the electron wavepacket that does not scatter from the ion as an elliptical Gaussian wavepacket with plane phase \(\Psi_{\text{plane}}\), while the part of the wavepacket that does scatter from the ion is represented as an elliptical Gaussian wavepacket with spherical phase \(\Psi_{\text{spherical}}\). We call these elliptical Gaussian wavepackets the “plane wave” and the “spherical wave” respectively. The plane and spherical waves are written as

\[
\Psi_{\text{plane}} = A_{\text{plane}} \exp \left[ -\left( \frac{P_\perp^2}{2\sigma_\perp^2} + \frac{P_\parallel^2}{2\sigma_\parallel^2} \right) \right] e^{iP \cdot f}, \tag{A.1}
\]

\[
\Psi_{\text{spherical}} = A_{\text{spherical}} \exp \left[ -\left( \frac{P_\perp^2}{2\sigma_\perp^2} + \frac{P_\parallel^2}{2\sigma_\parallel^2} \right) \right] e^{iP_{\text{total}} \cdot f}, \tag{A.2}
\]

where \(A_{\text{plane}}\) and \(A_{\text{spherical}}\) are the amplitude of the plane and spherical waves, \(P_\perp\) and \(P_\parallel\) are the components of the final momentum perpendicular to and parallel to the laser polarization, \(P_{\text{total}}\) is the total final momentum and is equal to \(\sqrt{P_\perp^2 + P_\parallel^2}\), \(\sigma_\perp\) and \(\sigma_\parallel\) determine the width of the wavepacket in the \(P_\perp\) and \(P_\parallel\) directions, and \(f\) is the modulation frequency of the plane and spherical waves.

The frequency \(f\) is not the same as the spacing of the spider structures, but the shape (and frequency) of the spider structures is a function of \(f\). Since we are only concerned with reproducing the interference pattern, \(\sigma_\perp\) and \(\sigma_\parallel\) are set empirically, to match the width and height of the experimental photoelectron distribution. The observed photoelectron interference pattern is given as the superposition of \(\Psi_{\text{plane}}\) and \(\Psi_{\text{spherical}}\) as

\[
\Psi_{\text{total}} = \Psi_{\text{plane}} + \Psi_{\text{spherical}}, \tag{A.3}
\]

where both wavefunction are complex.

The above superposition produces interference patterns that look quite similar to the spider structures seen in the experimental photoelectron spectra as well as the TDSE calculations. The only parameters used are the amplitudes of the plane and spherical waves \(A_{\text{plane}}\) and \(A_{\text{spherical}}\) and the width and height of the wavepackets \((\sigma_\perp\) and \(\sigma_\parallel)\), but these only control the overall shape of the generated electron distribution and do not affect the shape or frequency of the spider structures. The modulation frequency waves \((f)\) is determined through a quasi-classical analysis of the electron trajectories. To observe the spider structure interference, \(f\) must be the same for the plane wave
and the spherical wave. If \( f \) is different for the plane wave and spherical wave, qualitatively different interference patterns are observed.

### A.3 Calculating the modulation frequency

In a path-integral approach, we can understand the interference of particles by examining the various trajectories by which a particle can reach a certain point and summing those trajectories coherently (Figure A.1). The amplitude of each trajectory is equal, but the phase of each trajectory is given by \( e^{iS/\hbar} \), where \( S \) is the action given by Equation 3.1. Thus, we can re-create the complete photoelectron angular distribution by integrating all of the trajectories that can reach each point in the final momentum space. Indeed, this is the approach employed in the CCSFA model presented by Huismans and coworkers [85].

In the long-wavelength limit (where the electron wave packet enjoys a long sojourn in the continuum and spreads significantly), only electrons that tunnel with very low transverse momentum return close enough to the ion to be significantly affected by the Coulomb potential. Thus, we make the approximation that the rescattered electrons have zero transverse momentum until they scatter from the Coulomb potential. We also assume that the scattering will be elastic and can occur in any direction with equal probability.

To calculate the action from Equation 3.1, it at first seems necessary to integrate each trajectory from the time that an electron tunnels into the continuum to the time that the electron reaches the detector. However, the situation simplifies because any two electrons that have the same vector momentum at the same point in time will accumulate the same action from that point onward. Once the rescattered trajectory scatters from the Coulomb potential, it now has the same momentum as the corresponding revisiting trajectory and we may stop integrating Equation 3.1. By integrating Equation 3.1 for both the revisiting and rescattered trajectories from the time that the electrons tunnel to the time that the rescattering trajectory reaches the ion and rescatters, Huismans [85] and Bian [152] were able to reproduce the spider structure using this generalized SFA model.

Here we further simplify the generalized SFA model by treating the revisiting electrons as a
Figure A.1: Electron trajectories that produce photoelectron interference structures. (a) Electrons from the 1st and 3rd quarter cycles are driven away from the ion, never to return. Electrons from the 2nd and 4th quarter cycles are first driven away from and then back to the vicinity of the ion. (b) The spider structures result from interferences between trajectories that pass the ion without rescattering and trajectories that pass the ion closely and are scattered by the Coulomb potential. (c) Phase of the rescattered trajectories calculated by integrating Equation 3.1 between tunneling and rescattering events. (d) Phase of the revisiting trajectories calculated by integrating Equation 3.1 between tunneling and rescattering event - the phase accumulated is linear with the longitudinal momentum. (e) Interferences between the rescattering and revisiting trajectories creates the spider structures. (insets in panels c,d,e) Sketches of the 2D trajectories corresponding to the rescattered and revisiting trajectories. Adapted with permission from Ref. 2. ©2012 American Physical Society

simple plane wave in the final momentum space and treating the rescattered electrons as a spherical wave in the final momentum space. The modulation frequency of each wave is related to the action accumulated according to Equation 3.1, as discussed below. Although we are dealing with a scattering problem, this plane-spherical wave approximation is not obvious since we are making the approximation in the final-momentum space as opposed to real space. Initially, it is not clear why the revisiting electrons should resemble a plane wave on the detector and why the rescattered electrons can be treated as a spherical wave. However, after completing a generalized SFA analysis of
the interference patterns (Figure A.1e) and examining the revisiting (Figure A.1d) and rescattered (Figure A.1c) contributions separately, we see that they do indeed resemble a plane wave and a spherical wave. The wavefront curvature that might be expected in the wavefunction for the revisiting electrons has been compensated since the electrons are turned around by the laser field.

To calculate the modulation frequency \( f \) needed for the plane-spherical wave model, we simply calculate the action (using Equation 3.1) for a range of trajectories that correspond to \( P_\parallel \) from 0 to \( 2U_p \). By assuming that trajectories that can rescatter on a subsequent revisit will scatter on the second, fourth, sixth, etc. revisit, we stop integrating Equation 3.1 at different times and obtain the plot shown in Figure 3.5b. Thus, the procedure for creating a complete PSW calculation consists of three steps. First, a series of classical trajectories corresponding to a range of \( P_\parallel \) are flown and the action is calculated along each one from the time that the electron tunnels into the continuum to the time that the electron returns to the ion. Next, we make a plot of the action versus the final momentum and fit a line to the nearly-linear curve. The slope of this line is the modulation frequency \( f \) needed for the plane-spherical wave model. Finally, we use Equation A.3 to create the 2D photoelectron momentum distribution, estimating the amplitude and shape of the Gaussian wave packet to best fit the experimental data.

A.4 Extracting the experimental multiple rescattering cutoff

In order to estimate the quantum-mechanical tunneling distance, we measured the position of the multiple rescattering cutoff across a broad range of laser wavelengths and intensities. Though it is reasonably easy to visually estimate the cutoff of the inner spider structures in the 2D photoelectron spectra, a more quantitative definition is desirable to ensure sufficient precision. We identified the cutoff of the inner spider structures by looking closely at the inner spider structure closest to \( P_\parallel = 0 \). That is, we looked at the first set of “spider legs” closest to the central maxima.

Since the colormap and contrast of the 2D image can cause influence the appearance of the 2D photoelectron angular distribution, we took 1D lineouts across the 2D spectra at various values of \( P_\perp \) (Figure A.2). When the lineout is taken across the inner spider structure, additional maxima and
minima are seen that correspond to the inner spider fringes. The cutoff of the inner spider structure was defined as the value of $P_{\perp}$ where these maxima and minima can no longer be identified. In Figure A.2b, the red line is above the cutoff and the green line is below. Using this method, we can identify the cutoff to the nearest 5 pixels (0.018 atomic units of momentum). For displaying the error range in Figures A.3 and 3.6b, we set the error equal to 0.02 atomic units of momentum. The relative intensity of the experimental photoelectron distributions was measured using a power meter and the absolute intensity was calibrated from the $2U_p$ cutoffs and comparison with the TDSE results (Figure 3.4).

![Figure A.2: The procedure for determining the cutoff of the inner spider structures in the experimental 2D photoelectron momentum distributions. a) For this PAD, the inner spider structure extends from about $P_\parallel = 0.25$ to 0.45 atomic units. The colored lines correspond to the lineouts shown on the right. The lineouts are integrated over 3 pixels (0.01 atomic units of momentum) of $P_{\perp}$ to reduce noise. We are only concerned with the inner spider legs that appear closest to $P_\parallel = 0$. Adapted with permission from Ref. 2. ©2012 American Physical Society](image)

## A.5 Intensity dependence

The TDSE calculation presented in Figure 3.5e was not averaged over the focal volume of the laser. Fortunately, focal-volume averaging does not dramatically affect the appearance of the main spider structures or the inner spider structures for two reasons. First, as shown in Figure A.4d, the yield from calculations performed at $5.5 \times 10^{13} \text{ W/cm}^2$ is an order of magnitude larger than the yield
Figure A.3: The positions of the inner-spider cutoffs. The high $P_\parallel$ cutoff of the inner spider structures was found using the 1D inspection method shown in Figure A.2 and the error was set to be $\pm 0.02$ atomic units of momentum. The upper and lower error-boundaries are shown with yellow lines on the 2D photoelectron momentum distributions shown above. The position of the inner spider cutoff found using the 1D corresponds to the apparent position of the cutoffs in the 2D spectra. The upper and lower bounds (yellow lines) correspond to the upper and lower limits indicated with error bars in Figure 3.6b. Adapted with permission from Ref. 2. ©2012 American Physical Society.

from $4.5 \times 10^{13}$ W/cm$^2$. This large difference is due to the highly non-linear nature of the strong-field ionization process as well as the fact that the calculations and experiments were performed well below ionization saturation. Additionally, Figures 3.6a–c show that the spider structures do not significantly change shape or angle with a reasonable change in intensity. The inner spider structure
can be clearly seen to extend to higher kinetic energy at higher laser intensity, but the shape of the structure at low energy remains the same. Thus, both the primary and inner spider structures are robust to the focal volume averaging that takes place in the experiment.

Figure A.4: Dependence of the inner spider structures on the intensity of the driving laser. (a-c) The photoelectron angular distributions calculated using TDSE for xenon using a 2000 nm driving laser at various laser intensities. The color scales have been adjusted to show the spider structures. The spider structures extend to higher energies at higher laser intensity, but the shape of the spider structure does not change significantly with intensity. (d) The angle-integrated photoelectron yield plotted on the same scale reveals that the photoelectron yield quickly increases with intensity. Figure by Xiao-Min Tong, Tsukuba University. Adapted with permission from Ref. 2. ©2012 American Physical Society
Appendix B

Plasma Explosion Imaging Appendix

This chapter is adapted, with permission, from the Supporting Information for:

  ©2014 American Chemical Society

B.1 Overview

This appendix provides additional details about the plasma explosion imaging (PEI) technique described in Chapter 4. Section B.2 provides details about the experimental methods, the nanoparticle samples, and the FDTD simulations. Section B.3 compares the photoelectron distributions to the photoion distributions from PEI in single nanoparticles, and Section B.4 describes single nanoparticle mass spectrometry experiments that confirm that the observed ions result from the nanoparticle itself and not from the background gas in the spectrometer chamber.

B.2 Methods

B.2.1 Photoion spectroscopy and aerosol generation

To perform velocity-map-imaging spectroscopy on nanostructures, we first generate a nanoparticle aerosol, consisting of isolated nanoparticles suspended in N₂ gas. The aerosol enters a low-
vacuum chamber through an aerodynamic lens (Aerodyne Research) \cite{70, 111} that collimates the particles into a $\sim 0.5$ mm beam, but leaves the carrier gas divergent. The collimated particle beam passes through a 1.5 mm skimmer and enters the photoion spectroscopy chamber, which is maintained at $10^{-6}$ Torr (base pressure $10^{-8}$ Torr). The particles are then irradiated by an intense ($\sim 3 \times 10^{13}$ W/cm$^2$), 785 nm, 40 fs laser pulse, derived from a Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier (KMLabs Wyvern HE) operating at 1 kHz.

The laser is focused using a 40 cm lens to reach an approximate diameter of 20 $\mu$m, which – considering the width of the particle beam (0.05 cm) – provides an interaction volume of approximately $10^{-7}$ cm$^3$. Because the density of the nanoparticles is only $\sim 10^5$ particles/cm$^3$, the hit rate is $\sim 0.01$ particles per laser shot. The photoions originating from the laser-irradiated nanoparticles are imaged by a velocity-map-imaging (VMI) spectrometer \cite{51}, which projects the expanding ion distribution onto an microchannel-plate–phosphor detector. The angular-resolved momentum distribution of the ions is then recorded using a CCD camera (Allied Vision Technologies) operating at $\sim 15$ Hz. The exposure time of the camera is adjusted to ensure that each frame consists of only one particle hit.

B.2.2 Materials

We obtained pure NaCl from Sigma Aldrich and $\sim 5$ nm TiO$_2$ nanoparticles from US Research Nanomaterials. The 50 and 17 nm gold nanospheres were obtained from Nanocomposix, Inc. All samples were used as received, except for dilution in ultrapure (>15 M$\Omega$ resistivity) water. The liquid samples are converted into an aerosol using a Collison-type compressed-gas atomizer (TSI) backed with 30 psig of N$_2$ carrier gas.

B.2.3 Transmission electron microscopy

To characterize the nanoparticles probed by the laser, we performed transmission electron microscopy (TEM) on particles collected in the high vacuum chamber. TEM grids were inserted into the chamber using a magnetically coupled linear actuator (Kurt J. Lesker, Inc.) passing through
an airlock. The TEM grids were positioned at the exact position where the laser crosses that particle beam, and high-velocity particles were collected on the grids for 10 to 30 seconds. TEM images were obtained using a Phillips CM100 Transmission Electron Microscope.

B.2.4 Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations

To understand the results obtained with photoion spectroscopy, we employed finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulations implemented in the FDTD Solutions [153] software package (Lumerical, Solutions Inc.) to simulate the interaction of the laser field with the nanoparticles. We simulated the interaction of a 40 fs pulses with a central wavelength of 785 nm with several different structures that are representative of the actual geometry of our nanoparticles. The TiO$_2$ particles were simulated as a collection of 6 layers of 5 nm dielectric spheres with $n = 2.523$ (the refractive index of TiO$_2$ at 785 nm [154]). The NaCl nanocystals were simulated as 100 nm diameter dielectric spheres with $n = 1.536$ (the refractive index of NaCl [155] at 785 nm). The gold–PVP heterostructures were simulated as 50 or 17 nm gold spheres embedded in a dielectric sphere with $n = 1.4$ (the approximate index of PVP at near-IR wavelengths [156]). The wavelength-dependent complex refractive index of gold was treated according to the Palik [157] model.

B.3 Photoelectron Distributions

The above analysis focused only on the photoion angular distributions (Figure 4.5). However, the VMI spectrometer can easily collect photoelectron angular distributions simply by applying negative (instead of positive) potentials to the electrodes. Similar to the photoion distributions, the photoelectron distributions from individual nanoparticles are also frequently asymmetric about zero kinetic energy (Figure B.1), with similar directional preferences as the photoion distributions. In contrast, the photoelectron distributions exhibit a peak near zero kinetic energy, which is absent in the photoion distributions. In addition, the asymmetry is typically less pronounced in the photoelectron distributions than in the photoion distributions.

These two qualitative differences between the photoelectron and photoion distributions are
both explained by the large difference in mass between electrons and ions, which has two principal effects. First, because the electrons are significantly lighter than the ions, they undergo significantly more scattering in the expanding plasma and the angular ejection caused by the localized plasma formation is partially obscured. Second, the near-zero energy peak in the photoelectron distribution is a result of atoms left in excited states that are subsequently ionized by the electric field of the spectrometer. A recent study of nanoplasmas formed in xenon clusters with extreme ultraviolet radiation [158] has observed a similar low-energy peak and attributed it to electrons in high-lying atomic Rydberg states that are detached by the electric field on the spectrometer [159].

Initially, it might be assumed that an electric-field-induced separation of weakly bound electron–ion pairs would result in a field-ionized electron angular distribution that is an exact replica of the ion distribution. However, this is not the case due to the differences in masses between the electron and the ion. If we consider an electron–ion pair moving transverse to the detector with kinetic energy $E_i$, and assume that both the electron and ion will maintain the same transverse velocity when separated, then the energy of the electron is given by

$$E_e = \frac{m_e}{m_i} E_i$$

where $\frac{m_e}{m_i}$ is the ratio of the masses of the electron and the ion. For example, if a gold ion is travelling at 80 eV (roughly the edge of the detection range of our VMI) then the field-ionized electron will have a kinetic energy of only 0.0002 eV. Thus, while the ions may have a wide range of kinetic energies, any field-ionized electrons will arrive as part of the low-energy peak.

Photoelectron spectra were not collected for the samples presented above, but photoion and photoelectron spectra were collected under identical conditions for a sample of ~25 nm gold nanoparticles prepared via the citrate synthesis as described by McFarland and coworkers [160]. The 25 nm gold nanoparticle sample exhibits directional ion ejection characteristics that are very similar to the 50 nm gold nanoparticle sample described in the manuscript. We infer that the excess sodium citrate from the nanoparticle synthesis is acting in a very similar fashion to the PVP in the case of the 50 nm gold nanoparticle sample. The laser intensity used for the photoelectron/photoion imaging
of the 25 nm gold nanoparticle sample (Figure B.1) is $\sim 3 \times 10^{13}$ W/cm$^2$, which is the same as used in Figure 4.5.

![Figure B.1](image)

Figure B.1: **Comparison of photoelectron and photoion distributions from single nanoparticles.** Photoions (top) and photoelectrons (bottom) from a sample of 25 nm gold nanoparticles prepared via the citrate synthesis. The photoion and photoelectron distributions were collected separately and do not correspond to the same nanoparticle, but they are plotted next to one another to demonstrate the correspondence of the angular ion ejection. This gold nanoparticle sample behaves similarly to the 50 nm gold nanosphere sample discussed in the Chapter 4, ejecting electrons and ions at a specific, but random, angle due to the random orientation of each nanoparticle. The electrons exhibit the same qualitative behavior to the ions with respect to the angle of ion ejection. However, the electrons are ejected to lower kinetic energies, show somewhat less asymmetry in general, and feature a sharp peak near zero kinetic energy, differences that can be explained in terms of the significant mass difference between the electrons and the ions. Adapted with permission from Ref. 3. ©2014 American Chemical Society

### B.4 Plasma Explosion Mass Spectrometry

#### B.4.1 Mass spectrum of a single nanoparticle

Above, we make the assumption that the ions reaching the detector correspond to atoms that were originally found in the nanoparticle. However, it is conceivable that the plasma formation process would eject numerous electrons that would, in turn, collide with background gas particles ($N_2$), creating additional ions. A representative mass spectrum corresponding to a nanoplasma formed in a single potassium iodide (KI) nanoparticle (Figure B.2) demonstrates that the majority of the ions observed on the detector correspond to the plasma formation process. The main ion species resulting from the ablation of the KI particles are $K^+$, $I^+$, $C^+$, and $H^+$. The predominance of $K^+$ and $I^+$ is due to the KI sample used in the experiment. The increased relative abundance of
K\(^+\) compared to I\(^+\) is a result of the higher ionization potential of I compared to K.

The observation of H\(^+\) results from a thin film of water that adheres to the nanoparticle sample even after passing through a diffusion dryer and into the vacuum chamber. Indeed, the small, poorly resolved peaks around 16–18 Da may correspond to \(\text{H}_2\text{O}^+\) (18 Da), \(\text{OH}^+\) (17 Da), and \(\text{O}^+\) (16 Da). The C\(^+\) peak (12 Da) likely corresponds to the contamination of the sample with a small amount of methanol, which is used to clean the atomizer between samples. Indeed, there is a broad peak near 32 Da which could correspond to \(\text{CH}_3\text{OH}^+\).

Most importantly, we do not observe significant ionization of the background gas. The base pressure of the spectrometer chamber when the nanoparticle source is not in use is \(\sim 10^{-8}\) Torr and increases to \(\sim 10^{-6}\) Torr when the experiment is running, demonstrating that the majority of the background gas during the experiment comes from the nanoparticle source, which used \(\text{N}_2\) as a carrier gas. The insignificant role of the background gas is evidenced by the lack of ions with masses corresponding to \(\text{N}^+\) (14 Da) or \(\text{N}_2^+\) (28 Da). Thus, the mass spectrum of a single KI nanoparticle demonstrates that the ions that reach the detector are due to the atoms in the nanoparticle itself, and not from the background gas.

**B.4.2 Time-of-flight experimental details**

The mass spectrum was collected using the same MCP–phosphor detector as for the VMI images, except that the voltage drop across the phosphor screen was monitored. Acquiring time-of-flight information on the ions is experimentally challenging, because each plasma explosion can eject more than 10,000 ions, which is far greater than typical mass spectrometry that generally detects just 1 ion per laser shot. Thus, instead of the time-to-digital converter typically used in mass spectrometry, we recorded the mass spectrum using a high-performance digitizer card (Acqiris U1084A, Agilent Technologies) that sampled the voltage drop across the detector at 0.5 ns intervals with 8-bit precision. Still, the data acquisition is complicated due to the low dynamic range of this single-shot sampling method and the severe ringing in the electronics due to the extremely high ion yield. Nevertheless, we are able to observe plasma explosions from single nanoparticles at the full
repetition rate of the laser (1 kHz). We observe many of the same trends seen in the VMI images. For example, there is a large range of photoion yields, which correspond to nanoparticles of different sizes and different intensities in the laser focus.

Figure B.2: **Mass spectrum of a single nanoparticle explosion.** The photoion mass spectrum corresponding to plasma formation in a single, representative potassium iodide (KI) nanoparticle demonstrates that the observed ions originate from the nanoparticle itself (K$^+$ and I$^+$) and not from the background gas (N$_2$). The H$^+$ and C$^+$ peaks likely correspond to a layer of water and methanol that forms on the surface of the particle. The prominence of the H$^+$ peak is over-emphasized by the severe electronic ringing that takes place due to the intensity of the ion signal. The relative abundance of each peak is expressed in terms of total identified ions; the labeled peaks account for more than 75% of all positive ions detected. Adapted with permission from Ref. 3. ©2014 American Chemical Society
C.1 Overview

This appendix provides additional details about the observation of nanoplasma shock waves described in Chapter 5. Section C.2 provides a description of the apparatus and techniques used to create and observe the shock waves. Section C.3 presents data showing that larger nanoparticles have a higher likelihood of producing shock waves. Section C.4 discusses the effect of the laser intensity on the total ion yield and the shock formation rate when using a single laser pulse. Section C.5 describes how the time delay between two laser pulses can be used to optimize the shock production rate. Section C.6 presents additional details about the HYDRA hydrodynamics simulations and discusses how the kinetic energy of the shock waves might increase at higher laser intensities. Section C.7 explains why the expansion larger nanoplasmas must be treated as a net-neutral hydrodynamic expansion in contrast to the expansion smaller nanoplasmas which can be understood as a Coulomb explosion.
C.2 Experimental Details

The experimental apparatus consists of a nanoparticle aerosol source coupled to a velocity-map-imaging (VMI) photoion spectrometer [2, 5, 51] as described in Section 2.3. Starting with an aqueous solution, a compressed-gas atomizer (TSI model 3076) generates an aerosol consisting of droplets with an average diameter of approximately 1 \( \mu \)m. The water in the droplets then evaporates, leaving behind nanocrystals with a diameter that depends on the sample concentration. The nanocrystals are typically 100 nm in diameter, and have approximately spherical shape [161]. Samples of NaCl, KI, KCl, and NH\(_4\)NO\(_3\) were obtained from Fisher Scientific and diluted in ultrapure (\( > 18 \) M\( \Omega \) resistivity) water. The samples were diluted to the same volume concentration (0.12%) to assure that the aerosol particles of different compositions would be the same size. The nanocrystals are focused using an aerodynamic lens (Aerodyne Research) [70], which uses a series of \( \sim 2 \) mm apertures to collimate the nanocrystal aerosol into a \( \sim 0.5 \) mm beam.

The collimated aerosol beam passes through a 1.5 mm diameter skimmer and into the differentially pumped photoionization chamber, which reaches a pressure of \( 10^{-6} \) Torr (base pressure \( 10^{-9} \) Torr). The nanoparticles are then ionized by an intense (\( \sim 10^{14} \) W/cm\(^2\)), 800 nm, 40 fs laser pulse, derived from a Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier (KMLabs Wyvern HE) operating at 1 kHz. The pre-pulse contrast is greater than 250:1 as measured with a photodiode, and the pulse energies are varied between 5 to 100 \( \mu \)J.

The 10 mm laser beam is focused with a 30 cm lens to reach an estimated FWHM focal spot diameter of 25 \( \mu \)m. The resulting volume of the interaction region (assuming a 0.5 mm collimated aerosol beam) is \( 2.5 \times 10^{-7} \) cm\(^3\). With an estimated aerosol density of \( 10^{5} \) particles/cm\(^3\), the laser pulse will interact with a particle every \( \sim 40 \) laser pulses, for an average of 25 hits per second at a 1 kHz repetition rate. Thus, even with millisecond exposure times, we can identify the photofragments originating from a single nanocrystal. The actual hit rate observed experimentally depends on the volume of the laser focus that is above the threshold intensity for plasma formation and thus depends on the power of the incident laser beam.
For the two-pulse experiment, a BBO crystal is used to generate $\sim 40$ fs pulses of 400 nm light. The 400 nm and 800 nm pulses were delayed in time using a computer-controlled motorized delay stage placed in the 800 nm arm of a Mach–Zehnder interferometer. The photoions are accelerated towards the microchannel-plate phosphor detector using three electrodes in a velocity-map-imaging geometry [51], and the photoion distribution is recorded using a CCD camera (Allied Vision Technologies). The data is recorded at $\sim 15$ Hz. A series of PADs is shown in Figure C.1.

![Figure C.1: Nanoplasma explosions of NaCl nanoparticles with a single 800 nm laser pulse.](image)

Panels a and f show no particles, while panels b, d, h, i, and j show diffuse plasma explosions. Frames c, e, and g display shock waves that were generated from particles subjected to laser intensities sufficient to initiate shock formation. The center of the frame corresponds to ions with zero kinetic energy, and the laser polarization is in the vertical direction. The laser propagates from left to right. Adapted with permission from Ref. 4. ©2014 American Physical Society

**C.3 Dependence of shock formation on particle size**

For the size-selected experiment, the nanoparticles were passed through a differential mobility analyser (TSI, models 3081 and 3085). To quantify the relative number of particles created by the atomizer, we used a scanning-mobility particle-sizer (SMPS) consisting of the differential mobility analyzer connected to a condensation particle counter (TSI, Model 3775). Figure C.2 presents the results of plasma formation in size-selected nanoparticles, and demonstrates that larger nanoparticles produce shock waves more frequently. The physical mechanism for this is not entirely clear, but may be a simple consequence of the fact that a larger nanoparticle contains more atoms and will therefore have a higher probability of generating enough “seed” electrons to ignite the avalanche breakdown...
process. The fact that larger nanoparticles exhibit shock waves while the smaller particles do not, could also be a result of hydrodynamic expansions that takes place for larger particles in contrast with the Coulomb explosion physics that governs the expansion of smaller particles.

Figure C.2: Effect of particle diameter of the formation of shock waves. With a single 800 nm laser pulse with an intensity of $3 \times 10^{14}$ W/cm$^2$, the frequency of creating shocks in NaCl particles increases as the particle diameter becomes larger, even though the concentration of particles is decreasing for particle sizes larger than $\sim 60$ nm. Larger nanoparticles absorb more energy per atom and can therefore create shocks throughout a larger region of the laser focal volume. Adapted with permission from Ref. 4. ©2014 American Physical Society

C.4 Effect of laser intensity on nanoplasma formation

Figure C.3 shows the effect of increasing the laser intensity on the total ion yield, the rate of shock wave formation, and the mean energy of the shock waves. The total ion yield shows a rapid increase with laser intensity, relating to the highly nonlinear nature of the avalanche ionization process. The appearance and energy of shock waves follow even steeper relationships with the laser intensity, quickly reaching saturation. Ammonium nitrate has the highest ionization potential of any of the compounds in this study, and the decrease in the ion yield if readily apparent in Figure C.3a. Interestingly, ammonium nitrate never displays shock waves when irradiated with a single laser pulse. However, it is possible that the laser intensity was simply not high enough to create shock
waves in ammonium nitrate.

Figure C.3: Ion yield and shock wave formation versus laser intensity. (a) The ion yield suddenly increases with laser intensity, which is typical for avalanche ionization [114]. The threshold laser intensity increases with the ionization potential of the species (shown in parenthesis). The ionization potentials were obtained from the NIST webbook [162], except for NH₄NO₃ (ammonium nitrate, AN), which does not have a documented ionization potential, but is expected to have one similar to other compounds featuring a nitrate (–NO₃) moiety: between 11 and 12 eV. (b) The number of shocks generated per camera exposure increases rapidly at a threshold intensity, quickly saturating. (c) The average energy of the shocks increases with laser intensity until reaching an asymptotic value of ∼30 eV/Z. Notably, Ammonium nitrate requires higher laser intensity to achieve comparable ion yields and does not show any shocks in this one-pulse experiment. Adapted with permission from Ref. 4. ©2014 American Physical Society
C.5 Time-dependence of shock formation rate

Figure C.4 reveals the rate of shock formation increases rapidly and quickly saturates as the time-delay between the laser pulses is increased. Additionally, the minimum time-delay required to make shocks is slightly longer when the 800 nm laser pulse arrives first. It’s likely that the 800 nm pulse does not deposit as much energy into the plasma and causes the plasma to expand more slowly, therefore taking slightly longer to become highly absorbing of the subsequent 400 nm pulse. It’s possible that a series of three or more laser pulses can be used to shape the plasma density profile in order to further optimize the rate of shock production.

Figure C.4: The fraction of ions in the shock controlled with two-pulse delay. Each dot corresponds to a single shock wave generated from a NH$_4$NO$_3$ nanoparticle. The relative number of ions in each shock wave compared to the total number of ions is estimated by fitting the ion distribution with two Gaussian functions (Figure 5.3d): one wide Gaussian for the broad “background” ions and a narrow Gaussian for the ions in the shock wave. At time delays of 10 ps, the shock waves do not contain many ions compared to the background. However, the fraction of ions in the shock is enhanced at an optimal time delay around 30 ps. Adapted with permission from Ref. 4. ©2014 American Physical Society
C.6 Hydrodynamic simulations

To investigate the mechanisms for shock wave formation, hydrodynamic simulations were performed using version 9.0 of the HYDRA radiation-hydrodynamics code [133] for NaCl nanoparticles of 100 nm radius. These simulations were completed by Dr. Jim Gaffney at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. The HYDRA calculations were performed in 1D, by assuming spherical symmetry, using the 3D version of HYDRA. We note that this version of HYDRA, which uses finite elements methods (rather than finite difference methods) for transport calculations, is more appropriate for these plasmas. Simulations used an adaptive one (radial) dimensional Lagrangian mesh, which uses a smaller grid zones near regions of rapidly changing plasma density. Thus, the calculations give a reliable description of sharp spatial features (such as shock waves). Furthermore, the calculations include models for laser energy deposition via inverse bremsstrahlung (IB) along with accurate equation of state and thermal transport quantities.

![Ion energy spectrum](image)

**Figure C.5: HYDRA simulations at various two-pulse delays.** Hydrodynamic simulations completed using the HYDRA [133] radiation-hydrodynamics code reveal that two time-delayed 800 nm laser pulses, both with intensities of $4.9 \times 10^{14}$ W/cm$^2$, will generate quasi-monoenergetic shocks in the ion kinetic-energy spectrum only when the time delay is less than $\sim 35$ ps. The shock does not show up as a sharp peak for the time delay of 5 ps, but when the time delay is increased to 10 ps, the shock displays as a sharp peak, in agreement with experimental findings. Adapted with permission from Ref. 4. ©2014 American Physical Society
The hydrodynamic calculations confirm that a shock wave is produced in the expanding nanoplasma and that this shock manifests as a step in the plasma density as well as a spike in the ion kinetic energy distribution (Figures 5.5, C.5, and C.6). The simulations indicate that the simulated spike in the ion kinetic energy distribution is quite sensitive to the parameters of the laser pulse; in this work we have chosen intensities to match the experimentally observed ion energy of $\sim 20\text{ eV}$ with the 20 ps delay between the two laser pulses. This results in a simulated laser intensity of $5 \times 10^{14}\text{ W/cm}^2$ which is consistent with the estimated experimental laser intensity.

Figure C.6: **Scaling of the shock with laser intensity using HYDRA.** The ion kinetic energy distribution from two laser pulses delayed by 20 ps as calculated by hydrodynamic simulations using the HYDRA software [133]. The intensity of the first pulse is $4.9 \times 10^{14}\text{ W/cm}^2$. Increasing the intensity of the second pulse from $0.79 \times 10^{14}\text{ W/cm}^2$ to $1.1 \times 10^{15}\text{ W/cm}^2$ increases the energy of the quasi-monoenergetic ions produced by the shock wave by about 5 times. However, the shape of the peak in the ion distribution is extremely sensitive to the laser intensity, with $\sim 10\%$ changes in the laser intensity transforming a single sharp peak into three broad peaks. Adapted with permission from Ref. 4. ©2014 American Physical Society

The simulations start with a $+1$ ionized plasma, making the approximation that the initial ionization of cold material occurs very rapidly. Using the Ammosov, Delone, and Krainov (ADK) ionization model [1] we calculate that for our laser parameters, initial ionization of the particle occurs well before the peak of the laser pulse, after which IB becomes the dominant process and the HYDRA will model the plasma adequately. The small size of the nanoparticles combined with the relatively high temperatures created by the second laser pulse mean that the thermal electron mean
free path is larger than the spatial mesh zone size, making non-local energy transport important. A model for non-local energy transport is implemented in HYDRA [163], and we include this in the presented simulations.

The HYDRA calculations make two additional approximations: 1) that the net charge of the plasma is small and 2) that the electron energy distribution can be described by a Maxwellian distribution. Both of these approximations are valid in the regime of the large nanoparticles and sub-picosecond laser pulses used in this study. Regarding the first approximation, we show (Section C.7) that due to the low laser intensities used in this study, only a small fraction of the electrons will be able to leave the plasma during the laser pulse. Therefore, the plasma is nearly net-neutral and can be modeled as a hydrodynamic expansion. The second approximation, that the electrons energy distribution can be described as Maxwellian, is valid because the excited electrons will thermalize on a very rapid timescale compared to the picosecond timescale of the HYDRA simulations. The electron thermalization time can be estimated from the electron-electron energy exchange rate [164]:

$$\tau = 3.44 \times 10^5 \frac{T_e^{3/2}}{N_e \lambda} \text{ seconds},$$

where \(T_e\) is the electron temperature, \(N_e\) is the density of the electrons, and \(\lambda \approx 3\) is the Coulomb Logarithm [164]. Electron thermalization will be the slowest at the time of the second pulse, when electron temperatures are high and the plasma is lower density than during the first pulse. In the region of high-pressure that drives the observed shock, typical simulated conditions are \(T_e = 20\) eV and \(N_e = 5 \times 10^{21} \text{ cm}^{-3}\). The timescale for electron thermalization is then \(\sim 0.6\) fs, very fast compared to the hydrodynamic motion of interest in this study.

Consistency between the simulated velocity distribution and the experimentally recorded velocity distribution has been checked by numerically propagating the velocity distribution towards a “detector” using a simulated electric field. This analysis used the simulated velocity profile taken 80 ps after the second laser pulse, the point at which we estimate the VMI field separates electron and ion clouds, allowing the ions to propagate to the detector without further interactions. The true process of image formation is complex, and has not yet been modeled, however we have confirmed
that sharp structures in VMI images correspond to peaks in the kinetic energy distribution. That is, the VMI works the way it usually does, even for expanding plasmas.

\section*{C.7 Plasma quasi-neutrality}

In contrast to most previous studies of nanoplasmas \cite{38, 41, 114, 125, 128, 134}, this study uses $\sim 100$ nm nanoparticles (containing on the order of $10^7$ atoms) versus $<10$ nm noble gas clusters (containing on the order of $10^3$ or $10^4$ atoms). One important effect of this size difference is that the most of the electrons in these larger plasmas cannot escape the plasma, producing a nanoplasma that has a small charge imbalance (a quasi-neutral plasma). There are several reasons for this difference. First, the excursion distance for laser-field-driven electrons is comparatively smaller for larger nanoplasmas – much less than the cluster radius – preventing the majority of electrons from being driven outside of the ion cloud by the laser field. Second, even if a very small fraction of the electrons leave the plasma, a massive charge builds up, preventing the majority of the electrons from escaping the nanoplasma.

Here we estimate the fraction of electrons that can leave the nanoplasma $\Delta N_e/N_e$, based on energy considerations. When free electrons are driven out of the cluster by the laser electric field, the charge imbalance creates a potential well. If too many electrons leave the cluster, the potential energy $E_{\text{pot}}$ due to excess charge will become larger than the kinetic energy of the escaping electrons $E_{\text{kin}}$, which will prevent further electron escape. One can estimate $N_e/N_e$ by equating $E_{\text{pot}}$ to $E_{\text{kin}}$, assuming that the excess charge is uniformly distributed within the cluster. Since the potential energy is given by

$$E_{\text{pot}} = \frac{N_e^2}{4\pi\varepsilon_0 R} \frac{\Delta N_e}{N_e}, \tag{C.2}$$

and taking

$$E_{\text{kin}} = 4 \frac{e^2}{4\pi\varepsilon_0 a_{\text{Bohr}}} \approx 100 \text{ eV}, \tag{C.3}$$

we get

$$\frac{\Delta N_e}{N_e} = \frac{4R}{N a_{\text{Bohr}}} = \frac{4R [\text{a.u.]}}{N} = 10^{-3}, \tag{C.4}$$
which corresponds to 0.1% of the electrons leaving the cluster. It should be noted that the small kinetic energy of the electrons (∼100 eV, due to the low laser intensity) plays an important role for keeping the electrons inside the cluster. The electrons are simply not energetic enough to overcome the potential barrier, which arises due to charge imbalance.

The predicted 0.1% ionization for large clusters is in sharp contrast to small noble gas clusters used in previous studies. As an example, for $R = 5 \text{ nm (94 a.u.)}$, $N = 10^4$, and $E_{\text{kin}} \approx 1 \text{ keV}$, we get

$$\frac{\Delta N_e}{N_e} = \frac{40R}{N a_{\text{Bohr}}} \approx \frac{(40)(94)}{10^4} \approx 0.4,$$

i.e. ∼40% of the electrons leave the cluster. This analysis reveals why small clusters become highly charged and undergo fast Coulomb explosion while larger clusters remain quasi-neutral and undergo a slow hydrodynamic expansion.
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